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Voice of the Students Thursday, December 7, 1995
New com pu ter labs on 
th e  way for Spring te rm
Students using the computers in one of the labs in Partridge Hail.
D SS c o n s id e rs  b u y in g  
s c o o te rs  fo r  p a tro l l in g
by Cheri Melone
T o  keep  up w ith studen t dem and , 
four new  student com puter labs will be 
opened  during th e  spring sem ester. 
\ecord ing  to C liff G illm an, Director o f 
Academic Com puting, “T he  largest s tu ­
den t com puter lab will be in Room 280 
of D ickson I Iall, and it openson the  first 
day o f classes next sem ester.”
T h e  Student C en te r, Bohn Hall, and 
Blanton Hall will each  have a small 
s tuden t com puter lab installed in the 
Spring.
G illm an said that M SI) has received 
55 com puters for the  new  student com ­
puter labs, and that m ost of the co m p u t­
ers presently in use on campus have 
been upgraded to brand new m achines. 
G illm an said that, “som e classes will be 
held in the new D ickson Hall com puter 
lab, b u t it will have se t times for s tu d e n t 
usage.”
G illm an said tha t studen t com puter 
lab usage “has soared” partly because of 
the introduction o f s tu d en t In ternet and 
e-m ail accounts th is past Septem ber.
G illm an acknow ledges that he  has 
received complaints from students who 
need to do their hom ew ork in the com ­
pu ter labs and are som etim es kept wait-
ever, “ there  is gray area where some 
students are assigned hom ework by e- 
mail and such, and those students have 
every right to stay on .” As far as a 
separate room for In te rnet and e-mail 
users, G illm an said that, “we are work­
ing on th a t.”
Gillm an said that “homework has 
higher priority over recreational com­
puting, and we arc doing our best to 
remind everyone of tha t.” Gillman said 
some of the  student com plaints stem 
from “som e students that are not re­
specting this rule.”
Senior Shane Scala said, “During 
weekdays, I have to wait for a computer 
almost 75 percent of the tim e.” Scala 
said, “ it would be a good idea to set up 
a separate room for In te rn e t and e-mail 
users.”
In te rn e t user Sophom ore Shirish 
Patel said, “ I check m y e-mail and talk 
to my friend on the In te rn e t for about 
five to ten  minutes a day. I would 
definitely give up the com puter ifsome- 
bodv needed  it for hom ew ork,” said 
Patel.
G illm an hopes that the four new 
com puter labs “will help  to keep up 
with the steadily increasing amount of
by Tom Boud
The D epartm ent of C am pus Safety 
and Security is looking into purchasing 
scooter v e h ic les , acco rd in g  to L t. 
Michael Postaski.
The scooter proposal is only the lat­
est in a DSS anti-crime blitz which has 
entailed an escort service, increased 
emphasis on foot patrol, additional em er­
gency call boxes, enhanced lighting, 
security cameras, and 24 hour security 
booths at all campus entrances which 
are under construction. T h is  is not to 
mention a six week self-defense sem i­
nar at the beginning of the sem ester 
which was headed by Sgt. Paul Cell or 
num erous ongoing crim e prevention 
lectures by Officer T im othy  W ebster.
Postaski said that DSS is considering 
the use o f scooters for im proved polic­
ing of the cam pus interior. “We are 
looking into an alternate-type transpor­
tation vehicle for interior campus pa­
trolling.”
He said that DSS has been  in contact 
with various scooter vendors. “Right 
now, we have some vendors. W e’ve al­
ready test-driven a vehicle from one
vendorand w e ’ll be test-drivinganother 
vehicle in January. Basically, w e’re look­
ing at golf cart/scooter-type vehicles.” 
Postaski added that DSS has no definite 
starting date for scooter patrols.
Discussing campus crim e, Postaski 
said that a total ofl85 crim inal offenses 
have been reported to DSS during the 
last three m onths: 39 for Septem ber, 79 
for O ctober, and 67 for N ovem ber. 
Postaski said these crim inal offenses 
include theft, theft of autom obile, as­
sault, criminal mischief, weapons pos­
session, drug violations, disorderly con­
duct, robbery, and even a kidnapping 
attem pt. “T h e re  have been  a lot more 
incidents o f a serious nature this sem es­
ter.”
Aside from crime, Postaski said that 
DSS has been particulary busy with non­
criminal m atters. “We have spent a lot 
o f time on such activities as medical 
assists, accidents, and checking out fire- 
alarms. W e’ve have spent a lot of time 
on escorts, investigating suspicious per­
sons, and issuing sum m onses. We 
handed out 2,500 sum m onses alone for
Continued on p.5
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SGA NewsMSU students not immune to 
proposed financial aid cuts
by Genie Feron
Studen ts will be forced to pay more 
than ever in the history of the U.S. for 
their education, according to th e  S tu­
den t Advisory C om m ittee  for the  state 
of N ew  Jersey.
M SU is not im m une to the proposed 
reductions that will be decided on Dec. 
15, bu t students still have the opportu ­
nity to voice their opinion regarding 
these cuts, said Dr. Randall Richards, 
D irector of Financial Aid.
M ost of the studen ts affected by these 
cuts are in the m iddle-incom e bracket, 
participate in the s tu d en t loan program 
and hold part-tim e jobs. T h ese  cuts 
will force a s tuden t to either borrow 
more money or w ork more hours.
All students are concerned because 
of th ree proposals currently under con­
gressional discussion. Excel Update, a 
trade publication servicing Financial aid 
administrators, ou tlined  the proposals.
T h ey  will:
• Elim inate the 6-month grace p e ­
riod on student loans, which will in­
crease the average loan amount by 20 
percent. This m eans an undergraduate 
s tu d en t currently owing $10,000 will 
have to pay an additional $2,000 upon 
graduation, unless he/she can step  into 
a job immediately aftergraduating. S tu ­
den t loan fees for graduate studen ts 
will average an increase of 26 percent 
for a two-year m aster’s degree.
• Modify federal Pell Grant alloca­
tions by increasing eligibility requ ire­
m ents. This will affect all recipients 
but the  neediest studen ts, by shrinking 
the eligibility pool; however, those s tu ­
den ts deem ed need iest will see an in­
crease in their award. T he m aximum  
award per year will be increased by 
$100, for a total o f $2,440.
• Elim inate the State S tudent In ­
centive Grant, which in turn will affect
the N ew  Jersey T u ition  Aid Grant by 
reducing it to half its current amount.
T h e  Student Advisory Com m ittee for 
the state  of New Jersey  recently o u t­
lined the  effects of the  proposed bills 
currently underconsideration, said m em ­
ber Brian Cosgrove. T h e y  will im pact 
88 percen t of families earning $75,000 or 
less, a major part of our population.
Nationally, the official number o f s tu ­
dents currently receiving some type o f 
federal aid is 50 percent, but at MSU the  
Figure is higher, and is increasing every  
year.
Although students have many o th er 
responsibilities in their lives, taking a 
few m om ents to w rite or call their co n ­
gressional representatives will m ake a 
bigdifference,accordingto Dr. Richards. 
They are sensitive to their constituents, 
and som etim es an additional letter or 
call will sway them to reconsider, he 
said.
by Greg MaeSweeney
T h e  sem ester-long cash outflow' 
from th e  SGA to MSU organizations 
was sudden ly  plugged th is week after 
SGA T reasu rer Jane L oake gave a 
current Financial status presentation 
to the SGA Legislature.
T h e  SG A ’s budget for the 1995- 
1996 Fiscal year is $527,090.57 and the 
SGA h a s  a lready  a p p ro p r ia te d  
$580,425.
Phis w eek , Caribso was denied an 
appropriation for $750 for a dinner 
event and the SGA was denied  $200 
for pizza and soda for their own Christ­
mas party.
In o th er news, SGA Attorney G en­
eral Amy Fisher ruled tha t the bill for 
Phi Kappa Alpha C lass IV Charter 
was unconstitutional because it was 
given an unfavorable recom m enda­
tion from the  Greek Council and could 
not be approved by the  SGA.
SGA Legislator Law rence Ramsey 
ap p ea led  th e  ru ling  to  no avail. 
Fisher’s ru ling stood and the bill was 
^withdrawn._______________________ ,
Next w eek’s issue of the Montclariwill be the last of the semester. 
Our next issue will be January 16, 1996. Happy Holidays!
LSAT * GMAT GRE * MCAT
Small Classes. Big Stores. 
Guaranteed.
THE
PRINCETON 
REVIEW
we score more
Call today for info 
about local classes:
800/876-3107
The Princeton Review
North Jersey's #1 Tanning Salon 
i . MONTCLAIR STATE $  O  9 9  " ;
STUD EN TS (with student I.D.) Special ■
♦M INUTES FR O M  CAMPUS* per Visit "
PRIVATE AIR CONDITIONED ROOMS 
FACE MACHINE 
WOLFF SYSTEM
420 Pompton Ave. (Rt. 23) 
Cedar Grove, NJ
(201) 239-6030 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
The first decision you’ll need to make as a 
college graduate is probably the last thing
on your mind.
Now that you’re graduating from college, chances are you’re no 
longer eligible for coverage under your parents’ health plan. And 
now is no time to be without health insurance.
That’s why you need PruCareIndividual.SM VruCttreJndividual is 
the health care plan for individuals who don’t have access to group 
health insurance. PruCar ^ Individual offers quality coverage for 
health care services including:
y  preventive care ^  emergency care ^  X-rays 
S  hospitalization ^  routine tests 
✓  mental health and substance abuse care ^  and more!
And with PruCartlndividual, you’ll enjoy this coverage without 
having to meet a deductible, pay unexpected health care bills or 
satisfy a waiting requirement.*
For more information about how you can join PruCstrtlndividual, 
call 1-800-338-2816. Call now -  it will be the first -- and best 
decision you make as a college graduate.
PruCar tlndividual*™ ThePrudential
•See plan for complete details of limitation! and exclusions and for restrictions on pre-existing 
conditions. PmCare Individual il an HMO offered by Prudential Health Care Plan, Inc., and Prodtrtial 
Health Care Plan o f New York, Inc., subsidiaries of The Prudential Insurance Company of America
(N95-402)
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M S U  B r i e f s
• Ne lockouts from 4 -6  p.m.
by Caroline Burgess co incid ing  Blanton Mall cafeteria
The Residence Life H andbook hours, the  Desk Assistants are unable 
sta tes that in the larger residence halls, to perform  these lockouts as they do 
w hich  include B ohn, Blanton and  during the  day, and they  do not have 
F reem an Halls, no lockouts are done access to the keys because the key box 
betw een  the hours o f 4 and 6 p.m . is locked, DiM ichele said, 
before being keyed  in, if a residen t “If  th e  AM is out o f the  building at
forgets his key. dinner, it is an awkward time to call
T h is  policy o f  no lockouts du ring  him or her back because someone was 
the  d inner hours o f  4 to 6 p.m. has n e g le c tfu l  or i r r e s p o n s ib le ,” 
been  in effect, “at least as long as I D iM ichele said, 
have been here, since 1987,” said According to D iM ichele, there are
D irectorofB ohn Hall Joe DiM ichele. exceptions to this policy. If it is an 
T h e  key box, located behind the  em ergencyo riftheA M w hoisondu ty  
Bohn Hall desk, houses all of the keys is in the building, the lockout will be 
to the  individual rooms. Itis locked at taken care of during those two hours. 
4 p .m . and the key is given to  the  In the  Residence L ife  Handbook 
A ssistant M anager on duty w hen he students are warned, “ It is your rc- 
or sh e  checks in around 4 or 4:30 p.m . sponsibility to carry your key at all 
Since the hall is busy due to  the  tim es.”
• Faculty poetry reading a hit
by D ave Richards the floor was opened u p  for questions
O n  W e d n e sd a y , Dr. T o m  and com m ents. T he  writers explained 
Benediktsson and Dr. Deanna L in e tt  what drives them through their work 
from the  English D epartm ent k icked  and also how it makes them  feel. “ I t’s 
o ff w hat is prom ised to be a series o f a ru sh  like  no o th e r ,” sa id  
original poetry readings. Held in the  Benediktsson. 
s tu d e n t center, the  two hour session T o  close the session, Benediktsson
was a combination o f  the professors’ and L in e tt read a series of six poems 
sharing their work and answeringques- that w ere connected by their images, 
tions about their w riting processes. styles and sounds. “ I found this part 
“W e hope this will be the First of to be the  most intriguing part of the  
m any readings,” said Benediktsson be- readings,” said Sharon Kelley. “T h a t 
fore introducing his pieces. T h e a u d i-  was a really neat idea. It showed me 
ence, composed o f students and fac- that w riters can approach ideas in dif- 
ulty, listened in silence as each w riter ferent ways and still evoke the sam e 
read for almost tw en ty  m inutes each, feelings.”
“W e are really excited  to try th is ,” “T h is  was extrem ely beneficial to 
said L in e tt as she took her turn at the  the faculty and studen ts because not 
podium . Her poem s pulled the audi- everyone is writer,” said DanaNadale. 
ence into a world o f  strong im ages “It was a very comfortable settingand 
with her powerful use of words. M ean- it answ ered a lot of questions that you 
w hile, B cnedik tsson’s poems w ere don’t ge t to ask in class,” she said, 
slightly  more hum orous and told au to- “I hope they keep  doing more of 
biographical stories. these because it adds so much more to
“I wish I had som e hum orous po- the poem  when you hear the writer 
em s with me bu t 1 d o n ’t," said L in e tt. read it. T h is  was great,” said Kerri 
T h e  audience laughed. Feddock.
A fter both had Finished reading,
There w ill a News 
Department meet­
ing Tues., 1 2 / 1 2  
at 3 p.m . All News 
staff must attend!
W ITH O U T EVER LEAVING TO W N!
Featuring Acoustic Performances 
CLASSIC • ROCK • REGGAE BANDS 
LIVE MUSIC • DANCING 
WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY
OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH, DINNER & SUNDAY BRUNCH
WED. NIGHT IS COLLEGE NIGHT
• $1.50 DRAFTS •  $2.00 SH O T SPECIALS 
N O  COVER W IT H  COLLEGE ID
H A P P Y  H OURS
4-7 PM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 
1/2 PRICE DRINKS •  1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS
PALM GRILL
30 Park Street Montclair, NJ 
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Catch Fatso's Shuttle Van -  To and From Fatso’s!
The Shuttle will run all night from the Clove Rd. Parking Lot
Qt*
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Campus Police Report compiled by Kristi tin Moth ison
FIRE
Nov. 28 at 6:31 p.m. sm oke activated 
the  sprinkler system  in apartm ent 106 
o f the Clove Road apartm ents after a 
m atch was d ropped  on a dam p towel. 
Apartm ents 106 A, B, and C, and 107 A 
experienced w ater damage.
FIRE ALARM
Nov. 29 at 2:25 p.m. a S tone  Hall 
second floor sm oke detector activated. 
T h e  dormitory director inform ed police 
th a t a m aintenance worker sm oking a 
cigar set it off.
Dec. 2 at 4:25 a.m. the seven th  floor 
alarm was activated in Bohn Hall after a 
resident used a fire extinguisher. T here  
w ere no signs o f a fire.
THEFT
Nov. 21 betw een  2:30 and 3:15 p.m. 
in Sprague L ibrary  a female reported 
her wallet stolen from her bookbag in 
the  periodicals departm ent w hile she 
got a magazine.
Nov. 27 an em ployee of C areer Ser­
vices reported her pockctbook stolen 
from a couch in th e  office while she was 
using the fax m achine.
Nov. 22 - Nov. 27 in Dickson Hall an 
unknow n person took three 3 ’ x 8 ’ floor 
mats.
Nov. 28 at 11:30 a.m. in Sprague 
Library a fem ale reported her wallet 
sto len  from her bookbag in the  refer­
ence  section w hile she was return ing  a 
book to the shelves.
Nov. 29 in the  S tudent C en te r vend­
e rs’ area a female reported her bag miss­
ing. It was found one half hour later in 
the  m en’s bathroom  in the annex  with 
only a small w eigh t scale missing.
Nov. 30 betw een  12 and 12:30 p.m. 
in the Student C e n te r  a female reported 
her wallet m issing from room 105 after 
m aking a phone call.
Nov. 30 betw een 3:30 and 4:30 p.m. 
in Sprague Library a female reported 
$15 missing from her wallet after an 
em ployee approached her as she was 
abou t to leave to tell her that her purse 
was found in the 
s e c o n d  flo o r 
w o m e n 's  b a th ­
room.
N ov . 30 b e ­
tw een  3 and 5 p.m. 
in Sprague Library 
a fem ale reported 
ber wallet missing 
after she went to 
the  basement.
Dec. 1 betw een 
2 and 2:40 p.m. in 
Sprague Library a 
fe m a le  repo rted  
ber wallet stolen 
from  her bag while 
she used the pay 
phone forten m in­
utes.
Dec. 4 at 2:10 p.m . in the S tuden t 
C en te r a female Co-op Education of­
fice employee reported that som eone 
stole her purse from her jacket pocket. 
T h e  m atter is u nder investigation.
THEFT OF M OTOR VEHICLE
Nov. 18 at 7 p.m . to Nov. 28 at 10 
a.m. in Lot 28 a 1986 Volkswagon G T I 
was reported stolen. It has not been
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Nov. 22 at 5:30 p.m . on Quarry R oad/ 
C arlisle  A venue a m ale p e d e str ia n  
flagged an officer on patrol to report that 
som eone had felled a tree. M aintenance 
was notified.
Nov. 26 at 6:30 p.m . 
to Nov. 27 at 7 a.m. in 
L o t 27 a 1992 P ly ­
m outh  Sundance had 
its window broken.
HARASSMENT
Nov. 28 three C love 
Road apartment room ­
m ates  reported th a t 
their fourth room m ate 
has been acting in an 
irra tio n a l m a n n e r  
through verbal abuse 
and threats. T h e  m at­
ter was turned over to 
Residence Life for fur­
ther action.
DISORDERLY PERSONS
Dec. 2 at 4:25 a.m. a Blanton Hall RA 
on duty  reported observing two m ales 
a ttem pting  to climb into the cafeteria 
area. W ords were exchanged and a friend 
of the RA tried to stop them , but tw isted 
his knee  and lost a ring in the process. 
No charges were pressed. T he m atte r 
will be turned over to Residence L ife for 
further action.
recovered.
Dec. 4 betw een 11 a.m. and 5 p.m . in 
L o t 25 a 1988 Volkswagon Jetta  was 
reported  stolen. It has not been recov­
ered .
THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE
Nov. 21 at 9:30 p.m. to Nov. 22 at 
3:30 p.m. in Lot 24 a male reported his 
license plates sto len  from his 1985 
M azda.
ARRESTS
Nov. 27 at 12:58 p.m . Campus Police 
received a report of two males fighting in 
the Blanton/Bohn Hall Quad. O fficers 
found nobody fighting, bu t a dorm d irec­
tor identified one o f the  participants as 
he exited  the building. I le  stated th a t he 
was assaulted by bis friend and signed a 
criminal complaint, and was taken to the  
Health C enter for treatm ent. Rodney
Lecture given on teaching democracy
by Tom Bond
D ean Nicholas Michelli of the  School 
o f Professional S tudies em phasized the 
need  to teach independen t thought 
abou t democracy at a Dec. 4 lecture 
en titled , “T h e  Enculturation o f the 
Young into our Social and Political De- 
m ocraey:The Role o f Schools.” M ichelli 
fu rther elaborated on enculturation at a 
Dec. 5 interview held in his Chapin 
1 lull office.
Michelli began by defining the m ean­
ing o f enculturation. “Enculturation is 
an anthropological term. It has to do 
with the way values and beliefs are 
taugh t in a culture. Every society has a 
way of enculturating people into a soci­
ety. flic school is the only institu tion 
charged with the  responsibility o f hav­
ing people learn what is necessary to 
function as citizens in a political and 
so c ia l s o c ie ty ,” M ich e lli said .
M ichelli said that the issue of political 
enculturation concerns the following: 
what teachers actually know and should 
know  about democracy, what could be 
d o n e  with this know ledge, how  it 
should be taught, and what schools can 
do to promote political enculturation 
in America.
“ M ost schools and universities have 
in the ir statem ents o f purpose the goal 
of preparing young people to becom e 
citizens, but this is not acted on seri­
ously. The ev idence is that, for the 
m o st part, we tak e  p o lit ic a l  
enculturation for granted. We d o n ’t do 
it as systematically as we should. O ne 
of the  most im portant facets of ed u ca ­
tion is preparingstudents to think about 
dem ocracy  critically  and in d e p e n ­
d en tly .”
Concerning enculturation efforts, 
M ichelli said that M SI I is collaborating
with 1,500 other institutions including 
the U niveristies of Colorado, C onnecti­
cut, and South Carolina. “T he focus is 
on critical thinking. I t ’son  havingpeople 
come to judgem ents on democracy based 
on criteria and open dialogue. T he p rob­
lem is that most teachers have a one-way 
dialogue m odeofteach ingand  that m ost 
people com e to judgem ents without b e ­
ing te s te d .”
M ichelli stressed that the best way to 
ensure critical th inking about dem oc­
racy is open dialogue. “ I t ’s very danger­
ous//£*/to train people to be open-m inded. 
We w ork hard with schools to get th is 
point across. We have gotten awards 
from all over the country in recognition 
of our work. How ever, enculturation 
should not be indoctrination because 
enculturation is about challenging people
Continued on p. 6
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Spencer was arrested on charges o f 
sim ple  assau lt. S p e n c e r  signed a 
counter-com plaint against Omar Jones, 
a Bohn Hall resident.
Nov. 30 between 8:30 and 9 p.m. a 
Blanton Hall female resident reported 
that she was in her room with several 
friends playing video gam es. Two m ales 
left and two males rem ained. O ne 
grabbed her and forced her into the 
bathroom where he assaulted her and 
grabbed her intimate parts. She was 
transported to M ountainside Hospital 
for an exam ination and treatm ent. She 
suffered m ultiple bruises. She also 
signed a criminal com plaint. A warrant 
was issued for the arrest o f Clifford Rose, 
a Blanton resident. Rose was charged 
with aggravated assault and aggravated 
criminal sexual contact. Bail was set at 
$20,000 w ith no 10 percen t bond. He 
was com m itted  to the  Passaic County 
Jail. A fter his arraignm ent at theT otow a 
M unicipal Court on D ec. 4, Rose is 
scheduled fora pre-indictm ent proceed­
ing on Dec. 20 at 9 a.m. Rose could not 
make bail.
Dec. 2 at 6:50 p.m. on Quarry Road 
Anthony Riccio was charged and ar­
rested w ith possession o f Controlled 
D angerous Substance paraphernalia. 
Riccio was stopped for having a failed 
motor vehicle inspection sticker. W hen 
her w ent to get his credentials, the of­
ficer v iew ed the paraphernalia in the 
glove com partm ent. A court date is set 
for Dec. 6 in the L ittle Falls M unicipal 
Court.
D AYS  &  N IG H T S  OF 
IN TE R C O L L E G IA TE  
P AR TIES , C O N T E S T S  
& H O O P L A
NOTE: THE LEG A L A G E TO 
CONSUME A LCO HO L IS 18
GROUP LEADER A 
REP DISCOUNTS 
C A LL FOR M O R E  IN F O R M A R O N .
w w w .sk itra v e l.c o m
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Passaic River W ater Watch U pdate
by Rosemary Gutierrez
T h e  New Jersey Com m unity W ater 
W atch group in M S li is in the processof 
creating a charter and writing a constitu ­
tion to make the environm ental group a 
s tu d en t organization, according to orga­
nizer L iz Dcllcart, after their successes 
with local endeavors.
T h e  NJCWW environm ental group 
recovered a ton and a half of trash from 
their sponsored Passaic River C lean-up 
last m onth, according to Dcllcart. With 
the help  of 30 volunteers, the 250 hours 
of com m unity c lean-up gathered from 
the riverbank trash ranging from shop­
ping carts to cars.
River Clean-ups are done once a se­
m ester. Last year, the  group recovered 
a total of 200 tons o f trash from the 
clean-ups.
Although in terested  in cleaning up, 
D cllcart said the only way to have clean 
w ater is through preventive m easures. 
She said the programs the group brings 
to schools educate students on the ef­
fect of one piece o f trash thrown into 
water. T he key, she said, is stopping 
the trash before it gets in there.
As a second program of the group, the 
representatives and volunteers from 
NJCW W  this year have gone to four 
d ifferen t schools in the Passaic and
M ontclair area. T h e y  have spoken to 
30 classes of students. 18 more classes 
are scheduled for December. A six- 
w eek curriculum, consisting of nine 
classes seen six tim es each, is planned 
for January.
Stream walking is the third program 
of the MSU W ater Watch group. T he 
walks take place along the Passaic River 
which starts above the Pompton River 
and continues down to RtSOand Rt20. 
For ten hours a week, m em bers and 
volunteers note everything out of the 
ordinary from dead Fish to open barrels 
on the bank. T h e re  are com m ittees, 
D elleartsaid,forparticularareas. “ Ide­
ally, there would be a com m ittee as­
signed to each of the 10 sites of study 
on the river.”
All information they collect is sent 
to the New Jersey D epartm ent of E n­
v ironm enta l P ro tec tion , exp la ined  
Dcllcart. If the departm ent considers 
an occurrence unusual, someone will 
be sent to investigate formally. Dcllcart 
said that some steps the departm ent 
takes are containing the problem, test­
ing the area, locating the party respon­
sible and filing law suits.
Last year, in their 8.000 hours of 
streamwalking, D elleart said they did 
water testingat the Passaic River. "This
was the first year of the NJCW W  MSU 
group, and testing was “not conclusive,” 
she said. This year, the testing will 
continue on a regular basis and volun­
teers will be taught how to take samples.
T h e  project for this year will be to 
locate all of the sewer outflows using a 
map N JD EP is creating of all storm 
drains. In Paterson, Delleart said, the 
outflows combine rain and sewer together 
and it flows into the reservoir. T his 
information will be given to the Depart­
m ent of Health. It can help them  regu­
late health risks, said Delleart.
She said the group hopes to compile 
all the information collected about the 
Passaic River together in a file by the end 
of the Spring, 19%. “We will expand on 
gathered information from last year,” said 
Delleart, “to see where the river has 
been and where it is going.”
T h e  group is concerned with the 
Passaic River because organizers Delleart 
and Bill Stearns arc m em bers of a na­
tional service, AM ER, whose m em bers 
work in needy areas. “We try to work on 
urban waterways. If an area is economi­
cally depressed, bigger concerns arc on 
food and clothing. T hey  are not as con­
cerned with the waterways and therefore 
the river becom es distressed environ­
m entally,” concluded Delleart.
Scooter, con't from p. 1
the month o f Septem ber. T h ere 's  a lot 
of stuff that goes on that people don 't 
read about in the weekly police blot­
ter,” Postaski said.
Postaski rem arked that ju st keeping 
track of all criminal and non-criminal 
incidents at M SU rccpiires the efforts of 
two officers. “ I spend a lot of tim e 
putting all these statistics together. Also, 
Officer T im othy  W ebster is providing a 
lot of assistance with the statistics.”
Student opinion about the proposed 
use of scooters can be best expressed by 
sophomore Jill Caliendo. “ I think it’s a 
great idea because we need  more secu­
rity. 1 have night classes and it’s real 
dark on the other side o f Finley and 
Mallory I lalls.”
Write
for
News!
Surprise your folks.
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny talent 
of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive with Vivarin®. 
One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, i f  you're up for it .
SauthKIine Beechem
©1995 Consumer Healthcare
Use only as directed. Revive with Vivarin!
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W ellspring sponsors “party safely” lecture for G reek  Council
/>y Kristina Mathison
T h e  W cllspring Program sponsored 
Joe Madge, a C ollege Advisory Task 
Force representative of T renton  State 
College, to speak to the Greek Council 
T uesday  night abou t how to plan a safe 
party  and what to do when som eone is 
drunk.
Ilad g e’s first experience with a fra­
tern ity  party was on his first day at L ou i­
siana State University. “Everybody in 
the  room was d rink ing ,” lie said. Being
an a th le te  and Boston native, Madge 
was surrounded by “the  brothers” who 
began to verbally abuse him until his 7- 
foot friend rescued him.
I ladge began the lecture by stressing 
risk m anagement. Parents of injured 
party-goers get the “PPS,” “Pissed-off 
Parents Syndrome who will sue any­
body and everybody.” I Ic stressed the 
fact that even though insurance com pa­
nies, “will pay and pay a lot” for law­
suits, they “aren’t there to give out se ttle ­
ments.”
Madge explained that host liability 
should be a main concern when throw­
ing a party. I lost liability says that the 
owner of the house or establishm ent 
where a party takes place is responsible 
for the consequences of that party.
“And the Greeks are under siege,” 
said Madge. “Tw enty years ago, they 
really w eren ’t held accountable, but 
right now, there’s a microscope looking 
at the G reek  com m unity.”
T hrough  aud ience partic ipa tion , 
Madge listed the party factors that af­
fect intoxication. Among them  are not 
eating enough , body size, what you 
drink, and how fast you drink  it.
I ladge suggests getting  professional 
help if som eone gets ex trem ely  intoxi­
cated at your party or a party you are 
attending. “ If  you have any doubt about 
what to do, call for help,” he said.
With background information about 
alcohol and its effects covered, Madge 
moved on to what to consider when 
planning a safer party. 11c listed some 
suggestions that can m ake a party suc­
cessful:
• Serve food high in carbohydrates.
• I lave sober people monitor the 
party. R em em ber to consider how many 
people are going to attend.
• Have sober people provide rides 
home. Madge warned that this is not a 
complete solution because it is seen as 
an “attractive nuisance,” w here the ef­
fect will produce a drinking binge.
• Provide alternative beverages.
• Prepare, and stick to, an invitation 
list.
• BYOB, “ BringYourOwn Becr/Bev-
cragc.”
• I lave a them e to your party.
“T here  are a lot of things you can do
and still have fun, and still rem em ber it 
in the m orning,” concluded Madge.
Director o f the W ellspring Project at 
MSU, M arvAnne DiMasi, said, “Greek 
Life is very big on campus and part of 
that is partying. Parties do take place.”
I lowcver, she stressed that the Well- 
spring Project “is here to target the 
student population and not here to po­
lice; we’re here  to help.”
“We th ink  of Aninud House and stuff 
like that w hen we think o f campus par­
ties. T h e y ’re [the Greeks] not the only 
group that parties.”
Lecture, con't from p. 4
to be independen t th inkers,” Michelli 
said.
Michelli stressed the im portance of 
M SU’s C en te r of Pedagogy which offi­
cially opened on Nov. 1. “T h e C e n te ro f  
Pedagogy is our umbrella,” Michelli said. 
According to the Nov. 9 issue of the 
M ontdarion, the Center o f Pedagogy is 
based in C hapin  Mall and is being run 
by Dr. Judy M inier in conjunction with 
the New Jersey  Network for Educa­
tional Renewal. T he C e n te r of Peda­
gogy is the first of its kind in the United 
States.
Michelli sum m ed up by underlining 
th e  s ig n if ic a n c e  o f  p o litica l 
enculturation. “Jefferson saw the school 
as the key e lem en t of the  democratic 
process. 1 lere , leaders can be selected 
by their ability instead of w ealth  orclass. 
Enculturation is an ongoing process 
which has to be spread throughout edu­
cation. We have to keep at it.”
B e c a u s e
all-nighters
aren't always
spent in 
the library.
X t ' s  e v e r y v ' ^ c r e  
y o u  w a n t to be'
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STEAK & PASTA 
RESTAURANT & NIGHT CLUB
955 Allwood Road, Clifton 201-773-2110 * Hotline 773-4040
NOW Accepting Applications for:
Waitresses, Busyboys, Hostesses, Bartenders • Lunch & Dinner
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 20th
CHRISTMAS
PARTY
SIT ON OUR 6HAIN SAW  
S A N T A ' S  L A P
ONE NIGHT ONLY Everyone 18 to Party 21 to Drink!
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23rd
“Our Christmas Gift to You”
C H R I S T M A S  
jprasr P A R T Y !
P la n e t Z 100 LIVE BRO AD CAST
W IN
TRIP FOR 
TWO TO 
JAMAICA
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CHRISTMAS INTERNATIONAL 
FOOD SHARING DAY
DECEMBER 9, 1995 
11:30 AM TO 1:30 PM 
DICKSON HALL - ROOM 178
COME AND ENJOY TYPICAL FOOD 
FROM DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
THIS EVENT IS SPONSORED BY WEEKEND 
COLLEGE ASSOCIATION (Class II SGA 
Organization), SUPPORTED BY SIGMA DELTA PI 
(Spanish Honor Society), ASIAN STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION, AND LAMBDA DELTA ALPHA.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
AVAILABLE
Valley National Bank, one of the largest Commercial 
Banks in Northern NJ, is currently looking to fill several 
Full & Part time positions in various locations throughout 
Passaic, Bergen, & Essex Counties. If you or a friend are 
looking to start a Career with a Bank that offers great 
opportunity & advancement, then w e’d like to meet you!
Along with a pleasant working environment, we offer a 
comprehensive benefits package. Depending on hours 
worked, benefits will include: Medical/Dental Insurance, 
tuition reimbursement, day care reimbursement, 401 K, 
paid holidays, & paid vacations. All interested candidates 
can call or visit our Human Resource Department located 
at 1445 Valley Road in Wayne.
Valley National Bank
P hone # (201 ) 305-4033 Fax# (201 ) 633-0098
E qual O pportunity  Em ployer
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ACCOUNTING STUDENTS 
CPA EXAM  INFORMATION FORUM
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1995,11 - 12:30 P.M.
ROOM 411-412 STUDENT CENTER
Presented by
TIMOTHY F. GEARTY - CPA, MBA, JD 
MANAGING PARTNER, FOX GEARTY CPA REVIEW COURSE
* * * FREE * * *
CPA EXAM TIPS AND INFORMATION
* * * f r e e  * * *
MAY 1995 CPA EXAM BOOKLETS (QUESTIONS & ANSWERS)
* * * * GRAND PRIZE DRAWING * * * *
1 FOX GEARTY CPA REVIEW COURSE SCHOLARSHIP (VALUE - $1,400)
(YOT1 Ml 1ST BE PRESENT TO WIN)
* * * f r e e  * * *
PIZZA & SODA
MONTCLARION
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Residence Life Fashion Show a great success
By Joseph Paternoster
On W ednesday, N ovem ber 29th a 
p;roup of Resident Assistants from Bohn 
I lull, with the assistance of Programming 
Director M atthew Kane, put on a fashion 
show titled Something Different.
The tickets cost $4,00 a piece, and all 
of the proceeds were donated to the Sickle 
Cell Anemia Foundation in the name of 
Omar Redding, a Bohn RA who passed 
away earlier this year.
The show took place in the S tudent 
Center Ballrooms, where 25 tables were 
set up surrounding the runway. The 
tables were covered with red cloths and 
had hlackand white balloons in the middle 
of them, to add a festive touch. As the 
refreshments were served, the room be­
gan to fill up to the point where people 
had to he turned away. The show started 
at 7:55 pm, with a restless audience wait­
ing in anticipation.
“We promise to show you something 
different," the emcee began, and that 
they did. From the ski slopes to a night on 
the town, the models did a terrific job in
some great, and at times, freaky clothes. 
T he trip to the Far Flast “with a 90s twist” 
was accented by short hemlines and red 
fans.
Next down the runway was the busi­
ness look, featuring Miss Lori Tobias, 
complete with cellular phone in hand. It 
seems that the feminine business look is 
in, as most of the ensem bles shied away 
from pant suits and went for skirts.
T he “Winter W ardrobe” dared us to 
“make a bold statem ent”, and they did 
just that. Pink, green, yellow, and purple 
sleeveless angora sweaters started this 
look for the ladies. T h e  m en’s look was a 
little less bold, sticking with the tradi­
tional brown, gray, or dark purple shirts 
and black pants.
After that the “N ight on the T ow n” 
portion of the show began. The models 
were coupled, showing off dresses and 
suits. Sophistication was the watchword 
for this stop on the tour. Black, purple, 
gold, and red were the colors for the 
ladies; with everything from sequins to 
continued on pg. 10
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Students save on books
by Suzanne Feigle
Every semester, the campus of MSl.J 
is centered around one room: the book­
store. We squeeze through the clut­
tered aisles, searching frantically for our 
beloved textbooks.
We file into lines that rival the DMV, 
waiting for almost an hour to lay out 
hundreds of dollars for some books that 
we might never use.
Jack Banks felt this was wrong. H e 
believed that students were beingover- 
charged and decided to fight.
Banks published TipstMoney - Saving 
Strategies fo r  Students.
In his book, he gives students tips on 
buying and selling books through cam ­
pus stores and wholesalers.
Banks says that “students could save 
as much as 75% of what they spend each 
year on books. Methods forgetting free 
textbooks arc included along with lots 
of other tips I learned while selling texts 
for the publishing industry.”
Banks’experience has definitely paid 
off for today’s student. We can benefit 
by learning strategies for selling used 
books on-campus and on-line.
Banks also gives insight to the teil^ jt- 
ybook selection process, revealing how
publishingcompanies influence profes­
sors’ choices.
“Publishingcompaniesjust keep rais­
ing their prices, squeezing over $2 bil­
lion per year from a captive market,” 
says Banks.
“Students feel that they’re being 
ripped off, but they really don’t under­
stand what they can do about it. Textbook 
Tips shows them how to take action 
politically and as consumers to force 
changes in a system that exploits stu­
dents,” says Banks.
T h e  guide is officially endorsed by 
the United States S tudent Association, 
which calls Textbook Tips “an invaluable 
tool for every student who is on a tight 
budget” and “a weapon against som e­
thing which is perceived to be inescap­
able and unbeatable: the textbook in­
dustry and their ever-rising prices.”
Ask any student and he or she will tell 
you that buying books is the one of the 
most stressful, time consuming, and fi­
nancially devastating parts of a new  se­
mester.
Now with Textbook Tips, we have a 
way to face it. Not suprisingly, you 
won’t find it in the MSU bookstore, but 
it can be ordered from Catalyst Press, j
.............
shion Shon\ in the Student ('.enter last seech Wednesday during the business 
Here is Ramsey Dumont modeling his outfit.
Remember Pearl Harbor, Dec. 7, 1941
Christmas spirit at M SU
by Erica Duncan
W hile I was walking around the  S tu­
den t Center, looking for things that will 
be going on around campus, I walked 
into the Student Activities Office.
While copying down the informa­
tion, members o f Chi Alpha cam e in 
and announced that they will sing a 
song for the office.
T h e  song that they sang was “Silent 
N ight.” It sounded heavenly. Subse­
quen t to the singing of the carol, a 
scripture was read. T he  scripture was 
about the reaction of Joseph w hen he 
found out that Mary was pregnant. As 
he started to question if he should stay 
with her, an angel came down and stated 
that he should not fear for she was 
carrying the son o f God. With that, he 
carried Man, away and awaited the birth 
of their child.
As I was listening to this display of 
the Christmas spirit, 1 was wondering if 
this type of feeling was evident all over 
campus?
With the stress of finals approaching 
and last minute papers due, many 
people have becom e a little distant 
from the actual holiday. Some people
on cam pus are in the  spirit, though. If  
you walk around cam pus at night, you 
will see traces of it every where.
Students have decorated their w in­
dows with lights, bowties and pictures 
of elves and other Christmas items. 
Resident Assistants have decorated their 
boards in holiday attire as well as the 
front desk area in the dorms.
Anne Marie Carvalho, sophomore 
says,“ I t’s their season. Live and let 
live.”
Junior Amy Pum phery said, “I think 
that people have Christm as spirit, aside 
from m e,” as she watched the Charlie 
Brown Christmas Special.
“T here  really isn’t any Christmas 
spirit here. Very little, you know what 
I m ean. There is the exception of a few 
cheesy lights in front of Bohn I Jail,” 
said sophomore K eith Donnelly.
Sophomore Amy Lewis said, “ I re­
ally d o n ’t see a lot o f Christmas spirit on 
cam pus, except for the lights out in 
front of Bohn I Iall.”
“ Inside Freeman,” I xwissaid, “they 
have a Christmas tree, and it’s really 
pretty. But there isn’t much decoration 
outside of the residence halls.”
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“D e a n  & v te e n  S e r w tc e b ,
The Davis House at MSU
Q: Since freshman year, I have been 
trying to get a job on campus. It seems 
those with jobs arc either on work study 
or have good connections. W hat are my 
chances?
A: Stiidc n ts who receive federal work 
study awards as part of their financial 
aid packages can only receive money if 
they work on-campus. T hose not on 
financial aid can still be em ployed on- 
campus. C om e to Career Services, lo­
cated in the Student C en ter Annex, 
104, and ask to sec the on-campus em­
ployment books.
The m ost jobs are available at the 
beginning o f the semester. University 
offices are looking for em ployees with 
good comm unication and customcrser- 
vicc skills, as well as good work atti­
tudes.
Q: My parents want to know if there 
is a major which will ensure me a job 
aftergraduation. What is the best choice?
A: No major can ensure you a job. 
Employers do not hire majors, they hire 
people with valuable skills and positive 
attitudes. According to a recent survey of 
259employers conducted by The National 
Association o f Colleges and Employers, com­
munication skills are looked for most in 
job applicants. Furthermore, when asked 
to rate the importance ofskills, employers 
choose oral communication, interpersonal 
and teamwork skills as the most impor­
tant ingredients for a successful new hire.
11ère are some tips:
1. Go to your classes, study hard, and 
get good grades.
2. Get involved in activities.
3. Get an internship related to your 
career goal.
4. Become com puter literate.
Choosing a major that truly interests
you and following the above suggestions 
will help make your college experience a 
rewarding one.
by Suzanne Feig/e
On Friday, December 15, T h e  Mar­
keting Association will be holding a spe­
cial holiday party for children in need. 
N ineteen  children from T h e  Davis 
I louse will be coming to the Am phithe­
ater to enjoy a little bit of holiday cheer.
“T he Marketing Association plans to 
purchase presents, play games, and do 
activities with the children. T h is is just 
one way that we can help these children. 
I hope that everyone gets involved. It 
should be a very special day.” said 
I leather Sahagian, co-organizer of the
event.
“We have scheduled games and crafts 
from 2-3, Santa will deliver presents from 
3-4, and dinner w ill be from 4-5. We have 
tried to plan a day that we be enjoyed by 
all.”
T he  Davis House, located in Newark, 
runs a six m onth program designed to 
help em otionally disturbed children. 
T hese children were sent to the Davis 
House from the Elizabeth General Psy­
chiatric Hospital. T he  goal is to help the 
children cope with their problems and 
return to their parents or suitable home.
Have an idea for Life ? 
E-m ail
DunGanE@alpha.montdair.edu
by Rita Hronnenkant
I had the pleasure of visiting New 
Jersey’s second cybercafe, @AI,ANS. 
The cafe has Five fast pc’s plus a Mac, all 
with Internet access via a local provider. 
Two com puters also have virtual real­
ity, with a selection ofC D -R om  games 
to choose from. High tech does not 
come cheap, but I did not consider it 
overpriced. Internet access (email, 
Netscape, etc.) is $l()/hour, email box 
$7.50/month includes 10 m inutes daily 
online time to check and send e-mail, 
videoconferencing $30/half hour, vir­
tual reality $10/half hour, personal train­
ing $2()/half hour, upgrades and service 
$60/hour, B&W  laser prints .25 cents/ 
page, color ink je t p rin ts $2/page. 
@ALANS is located at 617 Valley Road, 
U ppe r M on tel air center, j ust a few d oors 
south o fT he  Gap. Cafe hours are: Mon.
- Thurs. 8 a.m. - 10 p.m., Fri. 8 a.m. - 
midnight, Sat. 10 a.m. - midnight, and 
Sun. noon - 5 p.m. Enjoy!
Fhe evil that is racism continues ev­
erywhere on this planet, unfortunately. 
T h e  Anti-Racism Resource W eb Site at 
http://darkwing/uoregon.edu/~dennisw/ 
race.html is chock full of links to raise your 
consciousness. Included arc links to the 
National Civil Rights Museum, the Re­
sources for Diversity at UPenn, Race and 
Ethnicity Resources at Yale, the National 
C enter for Resources on Cultural Diver­
sity and Second Language Learning at 
LICSC, and the U M D  Diversity Data­
base.
For a change o f pace, your tax dollars 
are working for you! The U. S. Govern­
m ent Printing Office announced FREE 
use of its award-winning GPO Access 
online service beginning December 1st.
All Internet users can now' receive elec­
tronically theCongressional Record, Fed­
eral Register, congressional bills, and a 
growing list of important government 
documents on the same day of publica­
tion. Access the databases with a web 
brow'ser(e.g. Netscape or LYNX) through 
the Superintendent of Documents home 
page: h ttp ://w w w .access.gpo .gov / 
su_docs/. A wave of generosity must 
have hit the capital, since we now also 
have the U.S. Postal Service City/State/ 
Z ip C o d e  L o o k u p  at h ttp ://  
w w w . u s p s . g o v / n c s c /  
lookup_ctystzip.html. Of course, if you 
send all your Christinas cards electroni­
cally, you won’t need any zip codes, will 
you?
How is your health? Good? Good! 
You can still visit Healthworks Online at 
http://www.healthworks.co.uk/ to check
out their newsletters, digital library, and 
information on disabled access. 'There 
is also the National Cancer Institute’s 
International Cancer Information Cen­
ter at http://wwwicic.nci.nih.gov/nci- 
icic.html.
Remember the 2LiveCrew lawsuit 
(known as Campbell v. Acuff-Rose)? It 
made it all the way to dip U. S. Supreme 
Court. Read how Justice Souter’s opin­
ion in this case expanded the doctrine 
of fair use to further the goals of copy­
right in the Cardozo Arts & Entertain­
m ent Law Journal at http://vu 1 .yu.edu/ 
csl/law/.
Started your Christmas shopping 
yet? At the Genie I loliday Web, http:/ 
/www.genie.com/holiday.html, you will 
find gift ideas, food, religious and other 
traditions, and N ew  Year’s Resolutions. 
Happy shopping on the net.
Continued from pg. 9
velvet and silk, they were as sexy as the 
gentlemen were smooth. O f course it was 
at this point that a fire alarm was pulled 
and the show was interrupted. But the 
show picked up right where it left off.
Next came the men modeling under­
wear. First, they each came out in a towel 
and slippers. But, on the second trip the 
towels were left behind. T h e  G-strings 
and short shorts brought the house down 
with a bevy o f cheers from the females in 
the audience, and leaving more than a few 
ready for more.
There was a little more after that, and 
the show closed with all of the models
m aking an appearance and taking a well 
deserved, collective bow.
After the show the audience was in­
formed that over $1,200 was collected and 
would be donated in Omar’s name.
Backstage after the show, I was in­
formed that the show’s budget was only 
$900, which was donated by the Well- 
spring Project, R11 A, and advertisements 
by several Willowbrook Mall stores. 'The 
clothes wejre loaned from Canadians, 
Gantos, Lerner’s New York, T h e  Lim­
ited, Oaktree, and Warehouse. T h e  mu­
sic was provided by DJ Dave Lalla.
Reactions from the audience and par­
ticipants was overwhelmingly positive. “I
enjoyed it. The models were hot. It was 
the best show I’ve done all year,” said 
John Cook, the show’s coordinator.
Karina Jimenez said,’’Overall it was 
great.”
Ramsey Dumont, a model in the 
show, said, “Despite the problems ev­
erything went better than I thought it 
would. It was a lot of fun.”
Elizabeth Jiminian, the Resident As­
sistant whose brainchild the show was, 
said, “ I realize how the Residence Life 
staff came together... Thank you to the 
models, they were great. And especially 
‘thank you’ to the deejay, who saved 
us.” Matthew Kane said that it was a lot
of work, but “was worth it. It brought alot 
of people together for a common goal.” 
T h e  focus of Something Different was 
not lost, as Ayodele Okon stated, “The 
fashion show was an inspiration to all 
people who have sickle cell anemia. Omar 
Redding was a great asset to Residence 
Life and continues to be as we do things 
in his name.” T h is  sentim ent was echoed 
by Donna Richner who stated that it was 
“a good show for a great cause.” 
tttz  - • .. •' .... i
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by Derek Van Vo/kotn
For many students nearing gradua­
tion or those seeking entry-level posi­
tions, the familar mantra among pro­
spective employers seems to be, “W e’d 
like to hire you, but you have no profes­
sional experience.”
' The Cooperative Education program 
bridges the gap betw een the classroom 
and the workplace. T h e  program pro­
vides students with an opportunity to 
apply the knowledge acquired through 
extensive college course work to the 
real world of working life.
My personal reason for visiting the 
Co-op offices was because I was unsure 
of my future career path. As I sifted 
through the Co-op library, I came across 
the book. Careers for English Majors. 1 
was amazed at just how much I could 
do. O ne career path stood out. Thisw as 
a career in public relations. Through 
the Co-op library', 1 researched the field.
As I learned more and more about the 
career, I wanted on the job experience. 
As a result, I signed up for Co-op and 
accepted a Co-op internship at MCS, 
Inc., in Summit.
M CS is a health care public relations 
agency. T he staff includes senior execu­
tives with a wide range of backgrounds in 
crisis management, event coordination 
and new product launches, and an expe­
rienced group of top notch account ex­
ecutives.
L ike every entry level position, I 
needed to learn basic duties before ac­
tual work in the field began. At MCS, 
interns participate in a two week training 
program. During this time, Co-op in­
terns are taught standard office proce- 
duressuchasansweringphonesand main­
taining an organized office by the Office 
Coordinator. Direct supervisors teach 
the fundamentals of press release writ­
ing, media list management, and Lexis/
Nexis online searches. From  the account 
staff all the way up to the CEO, people 
are there to teach, and are always avail­
able to answer questions.
T h e  most practical experience of my 
internship was my involvement in press 
events, as I work directly on account 
teams. Each person has his or her set 
responsibilities There are deadlines to 
be m et which increase the  pressure, but 
what job does not have pressure? T h e  
realistic pressure of fulfilling and attain- 
ingdeadlines has given m e valuable work 
experience. In my opinion, this goes a 
longway when a person is tryingtoobtain 
a position.
Through my internship, 1 have made 
some valuable contacts with the media. 
In public relations, where interaction with 
the media is essential, it is a definite plus 
to acquire new contacts and develop a 
working relationship with them. Several 
stories I’ve pitched to the media have
appeared in print. Even as a Co-op 
intern, I have just as much responsibil­
ity forgetting the word out as the senior 
account people. I enjoy the challenge. 
To see an article written on the results 
of a clinical study or survey I pitched, 
gives me a great deal of satisfaction.
The Co-op office is always there to 
help. It I had any questions or difficul­
ties on the job, my Co-op supervisor 
was always willing to listen and offer 
advice. T h e  office helped me formu­
late a studen t profile of myself, and 
aided in finding the Co-op position. 
For anyone interested in broadening 
their horizons in the em ploym ent in­
dustry, or looking for valuable work 
experience to add on to o n e’s resume, I 
would highly recommend a visit to Co­
op.
A counselor can assist in exploring 
career goals, and obtaining an intern­
ship.
Campus Pulse: Students m pond on troops in  Bosnia
by Suzanne Eeig/e
As you read this, 20,000 troops are 
traveling to Bosnia- Herzegovina in a 
peace keeping effort.
Since our governm ent is handling 
this in a much more low-key m anner 
than when Iraq invaded Kuwait, I won­
dered how the students of M SI I arc 
reacting. I lerc are a few opinions.
I don’t think we should get involved 
in foreign affairs unless it’s absolutely 
necessary. We should weigh all other 
possibilities before we send troops any­
where because we may end up doing 
more harm than good. Just look at what 
happened in I laiti.
-Caroline I Iowell
With all the problems that we have
tionallv, such as the homeless and AIDS, 
we cannot afford to try to save another 
country. We may be the best nation in the 
world, but we must help ourselves before 
we can save others.
-E lena Aljandro
W hat bothers me is the fact that these 
troops are going over to Bosnia, and many 
of us do not even now exactly why. I am 
very relieved that the draft is not still in 
effect. I honestly would not want to go. 
It’s hard to fight for something that you do 
not truly understand.
-Richard Choy
11  is very sad to hear about those 20,000 
men and women going to Bosnia to fight, 
especially since Christmas is coming. 1 
think the United States should solve it’s
own problems first, but I do feel bad for 
the Bosnians and their families.
-Marta Gomez
T his is not something that I can be 
totally against. For two years, our govern­
ment has stated that troops would not 
enter Bosnia until a peace agreement had 
been reached. NVc are not going in to fight 
a war, we are only going in to enforce 
peace. I think the tim ing stinks, because 
the holidays are here and many troopswill 
be away from their families. However, 
these m en and women knew what they 
we’re getting into when they agreed to 
serve.
-Don Whilan
I support it. I believe that it is the right 
thing to do. I say this because it is not an
economic issue, it is a hum an issue. 
America can 't afford to live in isolation 
anymore.
-Narcn Smalcs-Duffy
I feel that they arc walking into a trap. 
I don't th ink  that the U.S. needs to be 
everyone’s protector. T h is  is in Europe 
and their nation should do more than 
they have been. There is no need for 
America to be the protectors of all.
-Diane Brown
America should mind their own busi­
ness. We should not try to be the world 
police.
-Lennon Barkley
I didn't even know that the troops 
were in Bosnia. -Name W ithheld
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Food Focus: How to eat healthy over the holiday season
by Ann Margaret Kane
During the holidays, we love being 
with friends and family at social gather­
ings, but fear the high-fat foods we arc 
offered at special occasions.
Nutritionists estimate that millions gain 
between five to ten pounds between 
Thanksgiving and Christmas. T h a t’s 
around 28,000 extra calories. I low is that 
possible?
The sight and smell of foods alone 
cause us to indulge. A simple solution to 
this problem would be to savor every bite 
of food, so you’ll be satisfied with less.
It’s the only tim e that certain foods arc 
available, so you feel compelled to cat 
these seasonal delights.
“ He selective,” said KarenJ. Bcllcrson,
author of The Fat Book. Eat the foods that 
you love, rather than attempting avoid­
ance, just 
cat mod­
erate por­
tions.
Avoid 
drinking 
t o o 
m u c h .
A lco h o l
is loaded with extra calories and stimu­
lates appetite. Although these social set­
tings encourage drinking, try to drink in 
moderation.
T o  prevent hunger, have a big break­
fast so you will be less likely to overeat 
later in the day. Anotheroption: just prior
to the main meal, have a glass of water or 
a snack to stave off hunger.
How do 
we en jo y  
these ho li­
day tre a ts  
without ex­
panding our 
waistbands? 
“It’s a mat­
te r  of 
mindset,” said Barbara Kcyworth, M.S.YV. 
and behavioral therapist at Duke Univer­
sity from “Outsmarting the Holiday” in 
Weight Watchers ’ Decern her ‘96 issue. “You 
have to choose to stay on your eating 
plan.”
High-fat foods contribute to unwanted
pounds. W hen possible, substitute low- 
fat ingredients for traditional high-fat reci­
pes. For instance using low-fat yogurt 
instead of sour cream in dips. When m ak­
ing cookies, replace two egg whites for 
one egg yolk. Egg whites are virtually fat 
and cholesterol free.
T here  are so many more things, in 
addition to foods, that the holidays have 
to offer. Treat yourself to a day of shop­
ping, including a gift for yourself, rent a 
movie holiday classic or tune up an exist­
ing exercise program or start a new one. 
Exercise is a great way to relieve holiday 
stress and to burn up those extra holiday 
calories. According to T h e  Center for 
Science, N utrition Action new sletter, 
“Move it or Lose it!”
“ It's a  m atter o f m indset ” 
-Barbara
Som e tip s fo r  m aintaining healthy eating habits during the holidays are:
1. D on t  skip meals.
%
2. E a t a  good breakfast.
3 . H ave a  glass o f w ater or snack before dinner to stave o ff hunger.
4. N ibble on raw  veggies instead o f raw  cookie dough.
5. When it  comes to desserts, try  a  little  b it o f everything.
6. D on l  reach out fo r  fo o d  when you are stressed ou tl
7. A llow  one trea tp er day before the holiday to a vo id  overindulgence.
8 . Keep a jo u rn a l to record eatinghabiis.
' c
9. Exercise to bum  o ff excess holiday calories.
Thomas Flynn discusses Sartre and Foucault
by. Moses. Snchoxeitz
Flown to M SU especially for you; 
existential scholar and warm heart; 
Thom as Flynn arrived from Emory 
University for the second tim e last 
Thursday and delivered his lecture, 
“Sartre and Foucault; A Tale of Two 
Citizens.” Both students and faculty 
were delighted to attend.
T om  Flynn was here last semester, 
and he gave a reception for majors i n the 
afternoon providingapaperand techni­
cal background for his planned speech. 
Perhaps that w ent too well, for later that 
night, the then “B” building’s pipes 
burst,causingTom  tocancel his lecture 
and leave the students and faculty with
an academic feeling of suspense.
Hope was restored to us all when the 
Philosophy and Religion department 
captured him duringa lecture at Emory 
and flew him directly to the Student 
C enter where he was served a bean 
burrito.
I’he focus of “A Tale of Tw o Citi­
zens” was to compare in narrative form 
the life ofJean-PaulSartre, the inventor 
of existentialism, philosopher, novelist 
and playwright; with the life of Michael 
Foucault, follower of Sartre, structural­
ist, and advocate of the theory of sys­
tem.
W hat does this mean to the average 
student? Good question. You may have
heard the expression, “H ell is other 
people.” This is from Sartre’s play, No 
E xit, in which hell is depicted as three 
people locked up in a room for eternity. 
Each is the other’s torturer. Sound famil­
iar?
More aspects of Sartre’s thinking in­
clude the notion that we are our possibili­
ties, and we are always the end-product of 
our life’s actions. T he  crux lies in the fact 
that at any m om ent we have the power to 
change, alter, or re-direct our lives, so that 
when an existentialist says, “you are what 
you are not," we can understand him/her. 
All this stems from Sartre’s complex no­
tion of being, or existence.
Foucault would likely say to you, “Your
way of studying an object creates the 
object.” Before we dismiss this as ridicu­
lous, we m ust understand that he means 
that when an object of existence is pre­
sented before us (and it could be any­
thing) we always bring to it our own un­
derstanding and preconceptions. If I am 
hungry, I see this object as a bowl. If 1 am 
a hippie, I see it as a frisbee. This can also 
be applied to abstract concepts.
T hese and other important concepts 
were discussed, such as Foucault’s no­
tions of power and its capillaries, system, 
and structure. He would also say that the 
occupation of philosophy is to diagnose 
the present through its comparative his- 
conimued on pg. 13
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tory. Fora legitimate explanation of these, 
please stop by room 446 in Dickson Hall.
Flynn memorably described the lives 
and thought o f Sartre and Foucault as two 
partially overlapping circles, much like 
“searchlights in a prison yard, if you want 
to go by your own experience,” as he put 
it.
After his presentation, a reception was 
held featuring Pcppridgc Farm gourmet 
cookies and soda. It was here that I con­
fronted Dr. F'lynn. I asked him, “Who is 
you favorite musician?” I Ic answered, 
“Gustav M ahler, for his dep th  of emo­
tion.”
pher?”
T F . “Bertrand Russell, for he hits the 
bull’s eye at first but then splatters all over 
the target in exaggeration.”
MS. “What is your favorite ice cream 
flavor?”
T F . “Black currant.”
MS. “What is the most important thing 
for the layperson to understand?”
T F . ...pause... “T o  consider the realm 
of possibility in life. What we are led to 
believe are necessities are only life’s pos­
sibilities."
Wc thank T hom as Flynn for his 
warmth and for coming back a second
B d n g o u e n m g fa  in c r e a s e s  th e  c h a n e e  o fd y in g y o u n g
by Christine Miller
Recently, a study on what women 
should weigh showed that even being 
slightly overweight increases the odds of 
dying in mid-life.
A New England Journal study showed 
that for women five feet, five inches tall, 
those who weighed less than 120 pounds 
had the best chance of living longest.
Leading obesity experts, including 
Dr. Susan Yanovski with the National 
Institute of Health, say one shouldn’t 
panic over these findings. T h e  most 
important thing you can do for your
weight, is to keep from gaining more.
Some women, like those who at­
tended a recent conference at Berkeley 
called “ Health at Every Size,” are ignor­
ing the study. “My advice would be to 
adopt a healthy lifestyle and let your 
weight fall where it may,” nutritionist 
Joanne Ikeda said.
“Ifyourw eightinhigh school oryoung 
adulthood was normal, that’s the weight 
you should remain for the rest o f your 
life,” Dietz said. “ I t ’sq u te  clear that any 
weight gain out o f the normal range 
carries with it a risk o f disease or death
MS. “W ho is you least favorite philoso- tim e to share his discoveries. health, she said, no matter what your regardless of your age.”
r  UPCOMING CAMPUS CALENDAR "!
\ TH U RSD AY  
t D E C E M B E R  7
The Latin American and LatinoStud- 
1 ics Minor will be sponsoring a Homage 
I to M artí/Fiesta Navideña with poetry, 
|  music and food from 6:00 p.m. until 
|  10:00 p.m. in Dickson Hall room 178. 
|  For more information call x7511.
1
1
FRID AY  
D EC EM BER 8
Players presents An Evening of One 
A cts fea tu rin g  two orig inal plays, 
Imprisimedand Rooftopsandotherforms 
o f Transportation. It will be in the Stu­
dent Center room 126. T he cost is $2.00 
for students and $3.00 to non-students.
SATURDAY  
D ECEM BER 9
Organization of Students for African 
Untiy, OSAU, will be co-sponsoring a 
party with Groove Phi Groove from 9:00 
p.m. until 1:30 a.m. in the Student C en­
ter Ballrooms. T h e  cost will be from 
$4.00 and up.
College Bowl tournament from 11:00 
a.m. until 5:00 p.m.
SU ND AY \ 
D E C E M B E R  10 I
T h ere  is a senior recital with Nicole |  
Bini-Covart playing the flute at 8:00 |  
p.m. in McEachern Recital Hall.
¡ M O ND AY  
i D ECEM BER11
OSAU is sponsoring a storyteller at 
! 7:30 p.m. in the Student C en ter room 
¡ 419 at 7:30. All are welcome to attend.
There will he a vocal cham ber en- 
• semble in the McEachern Recital Hall 
1 at noon.
1
1_____________________________________
TU ESD AY  
D ECEM BER 12
Dr. Molefi Assante is coming to speak 
in the Student Center Ballrooms at 7:30. 
Thisevent is beingsponsored by OSAU.
W ED NESD AY  
D ECEM BER 13
1 here will be a reception and a 
performance of American Repertory 
Ballet’s “The Nutcracker” beginning 
at 5:00 p.m. T he  performance begins at 
6:30 p.m. T h e  tickets cost $20 for 
students and children, and $35 for stan­
dard admission. For tickets or informa­
tion contact 655-5112.
THURSDAY \ 
D E C E M B E R  14 \
T here  will be a luncheon at2:00 p .m .. 
in Dickson Hall room 178. Come an d ! 
learn about holiday traditions from dif-J 
ferent cultures. Also, a lecture on “Cop-* 
ingw ith  the Stress o f the Holidays” by* 
Susan Herman o f Psychological Ser-I 
vices. Admission is $6.50.
SUMMER SESSION 1996 FINANCIAL AID 
APPLICATION(S) DEADLINE:
MARCH 1,1996 (1995-96 FAFSA MUST 
BE FILED BY FEBRUARY 1,1996)
APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION 
ARE AVAILABLE NOW IN THE 
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, COLLEGE HALL
ROOM 321.
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MONTCLAIR STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
1996
M O N TC L A IR  S T A T E  S T U D E N T S
Avoid delay! Pick up your Sum m er Sessions catalog late 
March. No admission application required for MSU students. 
Just follow telephone registration instructions in the catalog.
FIRST OPPORTUNITY TO REGISTER BY TELEPHONE FOR 
ALL SESSIONS APRIL 8-MAY 6
Priority for Montclair State students April 8-16 
Visiting Students may register April 17-May 6
Visiting students from other colleges and universities must have their permission form or letter 
from their school indicating good academic standing and eligibility to take course work at another 
institution OR the Visiting Student Permission form from the MSU '96 Summer Sessions catalog 
processed by MSU Admissions prior to registration. Specific details will appear in the '96 
Summ er Sessions catalog. <
Additional opportunities to register by telephone 
for all sessions beginning May 20
U N DERG RAD UATE C O U R S E S
THREE-WEEK PRE-SESSION
Most courses meet during the day Mon.-Thurs., 
May 2B-June 13 General time frames: 
8-11:25 a m., 9 a.m.-12:25 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Anthropology (201)655-4119
ANTH 100 Cultural Anthropology................ 3
Biology (201)655-4397
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences.................... 4
(meets 5/28-6/20, 9 a m -1 50 p.m.)
BIOL 107 Biology for Survival.....................3
BIOL 110 Biology of Human Life .............. 4
(meets 5/28-6/20, 9 a m -1:50p.m.)
BIOL 380 Genetics..................................... 3
(meets 5/28-6/27, 9 a.m. -1 :50 p.m.) 
Broadcasting, Speech Communication,
Dance and Theatre (201)655-4217
STBD 101 Intro to Broadcasting................. 3
Classics (201) 655-4419
GNHU 201 Gen Humanities I • to 1400 .......3
GNHU 285 Mythology................................... 3
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201)655-5175
COUN 450 Intro-Alcohol/Drug Couns.......... 3
(meets 6-9:25 p.m.)
Curriculum and Teaching (201) 655-5187
CURR 200 Initial Field Experience...............1
(meets 12 noon-3p.m.)
Earth and Environmental Studies (201) 655-4448
EUGS 100 Principles of Geography............3
(meets 5 - 8:25 p.m.)
EUGS 102 World Geography....................... 3
GEOS 157 Understanding W eather............3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255
ECON 102 Prin of Economics: Micro...........3
English (201)655-4249
ENGL 250 Sp Topc:Amer Drama Film ........3
ENGL 493 Sem: Arthur Miller...................... 3
ENGL 494 Sem: Shakespeare on Film .......3
(meets 12 noon-3:25 p.m.)
ENLT 250 Sp Topic: Inti Short S to ry ...........3
(meets 1-4:25 p.m.)
ENWR 491 Sem. Autobiog & Fam H ist........3
(meets 6-9:25 p.m.)
Fine Arts (201)655-7295
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual A rts ...............3
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual A rts ...............3
(meets 6-9:25 p.m.)
ARHS 105 Art in West Civ:Anc &M ed........ 3
Health Professions, Physical Education,
POLS 101 American Govt & Politics.,.......
POLS 202 International Relations..............
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psych I: Growth & D e v ....
PSY C 102 Women's Worlds......................
PSYC 200 Educational Psyc......................
(meets 9:15 a.m.-12:40 p.m.)
PSYC 220 Quant Methods in Psych.........
(meets 5/28-6/20, 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
or 1-4:30 p.m.)
PSYC 235 Psych Exceptnl Chld/Youth.......
PSYC 313 Cognition..................................
(meets 12 noon-3:25 p.m.)
Sociology (201) 655-5263
SOCI 100 The Sociological Persp.............
(taught in Spanish)
SOCI 101 Criminology...............................
Spanish/Halian (201) 655-4265
ITAL 101 Italian I ......................................
Woman's Studies (201) 655-7911
WMST 102 Women s Worlds.........................
SIX-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet during the day 
Monday- Thursday. June 24 - August 1 
General time frames:
7:30-9:05 a m., 9:15-10 50 a.m., 11a.m.-12:35 
p.m.. 12:45-2:20 p.m 
(exceptions noted)
Accounting, Law & Taxation (201) 655-4174
ACCT 201 Fundamentals of Acctg I .........
ACCT 202 Fundamentals of Acctg I I ........
BSLW 400 Inti Business Law....................
Anthropology (201) 655-4119
ANTH 100 Cultural Anthropology................. 3
ANTH 210 Urban Anthropology.................... 3
Biology (201)655-4397
BIOL 330 Animal Behavior..........................3
(meets M.T.R, 5 -7:30 p.m.) 
Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance 
and Theatre (201) 655-4217
STSP 101 Fund Speech.Comm Rqm t....... 3
STSP 234 Public Speaking..........................3
Classics (201)655-4419
GNHU 281 Greek Civizilation........................3
GNHU 285 Mythology....................................3
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 331 Group Dynamics.........................3
Curriculum and Teaching (201) 655-5187
CURR 400 Teacher, School & Society........ 3
CURR 409 Tchg for Critical Thinking .......... 3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255
Beginning May 20th, there will be additional opportunities for all students to register by 
telephone during Summer Sessions as long as the registration is done prior to the beginning date 
of the course. Specific details will appear in '96 Summ er Sessions catalog.
V IS ITIN G  STU D EN TS DO NOT file an Application for Admission to Montclair State University, 
but DO need their permission form or letter from their school indicating good academic standing 
and eligibility to take course work at another institution O R the Visiting Student Permission form 
from the Montclair State University '96 Summer Sessions catalog processed by MSU Admissions 
in order to register.
S tudents accepted by a regionally accredited co llege or university, other than M ontclair 
State, to  begin their studies in the 1996 Fall sem ester are considered Visiting Students. 
Follow  Visiting Student registration procedures. Use admission letter to the school attending 
in the fall semester to be processed by Montclair State University Admissions for summer 
registration.
This preliminary listing of courses and programs is for general information purposes only, and 
is subject to minor changes. Complete Registration, Schedule and Visiting Student information 
appears in the 1996 S um m er Sessions catalog, w hich  is needed to  com plete registration. 
The catalog will be available in late March.
A student may take one 3 semester hour course during the Three-W eek Pre-Session; a total 
of 9 semester hours during any combination of the Six-W eek Session, Eight-Week Session, and 
Ten-W eek Saturday Session; and one 3 semester hour course during the Three-W eek Post- 
Session.
F inancia l Aid: The primary source of financial assistance for Summ er Sessions study is the 
William D. Ford Federal Direct Stafford Loan Program. Loan assistance is not available if a 
student is requesting it for only Pre- and/or Post-Session study. This condition is a function of 
the William D. Ford Direct Stafford Loan Program disbursement regulations.
Eligibility requirements: Student applicants must (1) have been enrolled at Montclair State 
University during the 1995-96 academic year; (2) have filed a 1995-96 Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) by February 1,1996 and submitted their Student Aid Report (SAR) 
to Montclair State University Financial Aid Office by March 1, 1996; (3) have completed the 
Montclair State University Summer Sessions Financial Aid Application (available from the 
Financial Aid office) and submitted it by March 1, 1996; (4) not have received the maximum  
allowable annual Stafford loan(s) during the 1995-96 academic year.
Current guidelines permit us to extend funding through the summer when the maximum award 
was not received during the previous academic year.
SPEC IA L NOTE TO  PELL RECIPIENTS: You may be eligible for Pell Grant Summer Sessions 
assistance if you did not receive the maximum allocated Pell for 1995-96 (you were part-time or 
not enrolled for one semester of 1995-96).
If you meet the above criteria, your application request must be received by March 1 ,1996 . 
TO BE C O NSIDERED FOR SUM M ER SESSIO NS FINANCIAL AID, YO U  MUST R EG ISTER  
D URING  THE PRIO RITY R EG ISTRATIO N PERIOD, APRIL 8-16, 1996.
V IS IT IN G  STUDENTS: It is the policy of Montclair State University not to process financial aid 
for Visiting Students. The Montclair State Financial Aid Office will assist students with the 
completion of forms required by their respective schools to process financial aid.
The Financial Aid Office is located in College Hall, Room 321; telephone (201) 655-4461.
TU IT IO N  AND FEES*
(From Summ er 1995 for your guidance; 1996 Summer. Sessions tuition and fees will be 
established by the University Board of Trustees at a public meeting late in the spring semester) 
Undergraduate: $93.50 per credit New Jersey residents, $134.50percredit non-residents of New Jersey 
Graduate: $172.50 per credit New Jersey residents, $214.50 per credit non-residents of New Jersey 
Tuition and fees are subject to change at any time by action of the Montclair State University Board of Taistees.
Key to  abbreviation of days
M-Monday T-Tuesday W-Wednesday R-Thursday F-Friday
S-Saturday U-Sunday
The Summer Sessions office is located in College Hall, Room 215, telephone (201) 655-4352.
Montclair State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution.
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
HLTH 105 Medical Terminology..................3
HLTH 220 Mental Health.............................. 3
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality......................... 3
PEGN 200 Beginning Swimming..................1
(meets 8-10:20 a.m.)
PEGN 258 Beginning Tennis........................ 1
(meets 8-10:20 a.m.or 
10:30 a.m.-12:50 pm)
PEGN 278 Yoga............................................ 1
(meets 10:30 a.m. -12:50 p.m)
PEMJ 110 Aquatics......................................1
(meets 10:30 a.m.-12:50 p.m.or 
1-3:20 p.m.)
PEMJ 150 Prin/Prac Emergncy Care.......... 3
PEMJ 227 Social Problems Sport................3
PERL 228 Rec/Hosp Spec Popula............. 3
PERL 311 Special Events Planning............ 3
(meets 6:30-9:55 p.m.)
History (201)655-5261
HIST 105 Emergn Eur Civ 1500-1914.......3
HIST 117 Hist of the U.S. to 1876 ............. 3
HIST 215 Women in Amer History ............3
HIST 217 Hist of Black Americans ............3
HIST 322 Medieval European Civ.............. 3
HIST 432 Japanese Charac & Cult............ 3
Home Economics (201) 655-4171
HECO 141 Interpersonal Relations............. 3
HECO 344 Challenge of Aging.................... 3
HECO 448 Family Counseling......................3
HEFM 140 Family in Society.........................3
HEFM 320 Parenting Skills/Resource.........3
HEFM 418 Stratg Work W/Parents..............3
HEMG 270 Ind MgmbTheories & S tra t........3
HEMG 331 Money Management.................. 3
HETX 120 Clothing Construction................ 3
(meets 8 a.m. -1:30 p.m.)
Information and Decision Sciences 
(201) 655-4269
BSED 101 Contemporary Business............3
INFO 273 Intro to Comput in Busn.............3
INFO 371 Mgmt Information Systems....... 3
Management (201) 655-4280
MGMT 363 Business and Society................3
MGMT 433 Entrepreneurshp/lnnovation....... 3
Marketing (201) 655-4254
MKTG 343 Direct Marketing........................ 3
MKTG 350 Pharm & Hlth Care M k tg ...........3
MKTG 499 Current Topics in M ktg ..............3
Mathematics and Computer Science 
(201) 655-5132
CMPT 107 Computers and Society............ 2
(meets 9-11:20 a.m.)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Application....... 3
MATH 100 Intermediate Algebra..................3
MATH 103 The Development of M ath.........3
MATH 109 Statistics......................................3
MATH 112 Precalculus Mathematics.......... 3
MATH 113 Math Bus LLinear Algebr........... 3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus.................3
Music (201)655-7212
MUPR 100 Class Piano/Non-Major ............. 3
Philosophy and Religion (201) 655-5144
PHIL 100 Intro to Philosophy......................3
PHIL 106 Logic............................................3
RELG 100 Religions of the W orld............... 3
RELG 101 Introduction to Religion.............. 3
Political Science (201) 655-4238
POLS 100 Introduction to Politics............... 3
ECON 101 Prin of Economics:Macro...........3
ECON 102 Prin of Economics:Micro.............3
ECON 301 Money and Banking.................... 3
FINC 321 Fundamentals of Finance...........3
FINC 322 Capital Budgting Mgmt ............... 3
English (201)655-4249
ENGL 105 Freshman Composition ..............3
ENGL 106 Intro to Literature........................ 3
ENGL 234 American Drama.........................3
ENGL 260 Art of Poetry............................... 3
ENGL 262 Art of Fiction............................... 3
ENGL 347 Victorian Prose & Poetry............3
ENLT 176 Wrld LiLComg Age Theme........ 3
ENWR 205 Creative Nonfiction.....................3
ENWR 206 Business Writing.........................3
Fine Arts (201)655-7295
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual Arts................ 3
ARGN 360 Intro Computer Graphics............3
' (meets 6-9:25 p.m.)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstrn Sociejies.............3
(meets M,T,R, 8:30 -10:45 aim. 
or 11 a.m.-1:15 p.m.)
ARPT 200 Painting I .................................... 3
(meets 9 a.m.-12:20 p.m.)
ARPT 201,316,317,415,416
Painting ll.lll.IV,V ,V I....................each 3
(meets 9-11:15 a.m.)
ARPT 210 Vis Arts Wksp: Raku...................3
(meets M,T,W,R, 5 - 9:35 p.m.)
French (201) 655-4283
FREN 112 Beginning French I I ....... ............3
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
HLTH 101 Personal Health Issues..............3
HLTH 213 Perspectives on Drugs...............3
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality........................ 3
History (201)655-5261
HIST 103 Found of Western Civ.................3
HIST 106 Contmp Eur 1914-Present........ 3
HIST 110 Intro Amer C iv............................ 3
HIST 118 Hist of US Since 1876 ................3
HIST 281 Greek Civilization....................... 3
HIST 323 Russia to 1917........................... 3
HIST 411 Intellectual History US................3
Home Economics (201) 655-4171
HEFM 315 Field Exp: Fam Chid S e rv ........ 3
Information and Decision Sciences 
(201) 655-4269
FINQ 270 Statistics for Business................4
(meets 12:45-2:50 p.m.)
FINQ 375 Operations Analysis................... 3
Latin American and Latino Studies (201) 655-4285
LALS 201 Perspectives Latin Am er............3
Management (201) 655-4280
MGMT 311 Mgmt Proc & Organ Behav........3
MGMT 316 Human Resource Mgmt..............3
Marketing (201) 655-4254
MKTG 340 Intro to Marketing........................3
MKTG 341 Consumer Behavior....................3
Mathematics and Computer Science 
(201) 655-5132
CMPT 107 Computers & Society..................2
(meets 9:15-10:20 a..m.)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn............3
MATH 060 Bas Sk I Math Lab:Comp.......... 3
MATH 061 Basic Skills II Math Lab: Alg...... 3
MATH 100 Intermediate Algebra..................3
MATH 103 The Development of Math......... 3
MATH 106 Contmp Appld Mth Evryone......3
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MATH 109 Statistics..................................... 3
MATH 112 Precalculus Mathematics.......... 3
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Linear Algebra........3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus ................ 3
MATH 122 Calculus I . ...................................4
(meets 12:45 - 2:50 p.m.)
MATH 221 Calculus I I ...................................4
(meets 11 a.m.-1:05 p.m.)
MATH 335 Elements Linear A lgebra........... 4
(meets 9:15-11:20 a.m.)
MATH 340 Probability...................................3
Music (201)655-7212
MUGN 100 Introduction to M usic................. 3
MUGN 250 Rap/Rock:Cult Phen.................. 3
MU PR 100 Class Piano/Non Major..............3
Political Science (201) 655-4238
POLS 101 American Gov't & Politics..........3
POLS 304 State & Local Govt......................3
POLS 324 American Public Policy..............3
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psyc I: Growth & D e v ........3
PSYC 102 Mf .Wcimgn:? Worlds.......................... 3 .
PSYC 200 Educational Psychology............3
PSYC , 203 Genl Psyc II: Exper A ppr...........3
PSYC 301 Experimental Psyc...................... 4
. (meets 11 a.m. - 2:20 p.m.)
PSYC 365 Abnormal Psychology................3
Reading & Educational Media (201) 655-5183
MEDI 403 Rdg Matral-Children/Youth........3
(meets 7/15-8/1, 7:30-10:40 a.m.)
READ 408 Reading:Content A reas.............3
Sociology (201)655-5263
SOCI 101 Criminology................................ 3
SOCI 202 Racial & Ethnic Relation............3
Spanish/ltalian (201) 655-4285
ITAL 101 Italian I ....................................... 3
ITAL 102 Italian I I ...................................... 3
SPAN 101 Spanish I ....................................3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I ................................... 3
Women's Studies (201) 655-7911
WMST 102 Women's Worlds.........................3
EIGHT-WEEK SESSION
Most Courses meet during the evening 
Mon., Tues., and Thurs., June 10-August 1 
General time frames: 6:30-8:05 p.m., 8:15-9:50 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Anthropology (201) 655-4119
ANTH 425 Anthro ol Religion.......................3
Biology (201)655-4397
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences.................... 4
(meets 6/11-8/1, T,W, R, 5-8 p.m.)
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences.................... 4
(meets 6/10 -7/3, M,T,W,R, 9 a.m -1:50 p.m.) 
Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance 
and Theatre (201) 655-4217
STSP 101 Fund Speech:Comm Rqm t......3
Chemistry and Biochemistry (201)655-5140
CHEM 107 College Chemistry I ................... 2
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R, 9:15-10:50 a.m.)
CHEM 108 College Chemistry I I .................. 2
(meets 7/8-8/1, M-R, 9:15-10:50 a.m.)
CHEM 109 College Chemistry Lab I ............1
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R, 11a.m.-1:10 p.m.)
CHEM 120 General Chemistry I ...................4
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R, 8:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m.)
CHEM 121 General Chemistry II ..................4
(meets 7/8-8/1 ,M-R, 8:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m)
CHEM 230 Organic Chemistry I ................... 3
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R,9:15-11:45 a.m. 
or 1-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM 231 Organic Chemistry I I ..................3
(meets 7/8-8/1, M-R, 9:15-11:45 a.m. 
or 1-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM 232 Exper Organic Chem I ...............2
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R, 8 a.m.-12 noon 
or 12:15-4:15 p.m.)
CHEM 233 Exper Organic Chem I I ............ 2
(meets 7/8-8/1, M-R, 8 a.m.-12 noon 
or 12:15-4:15 p.m.)
Classics (201) 655-4419
GNHU • 201 Gen Humanities 1-1400 ...........3
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN. 454 Comm Res Alc/Subs A b ...........3
COUN 481 Legal Rights of W omen..............3
(meets 6/10-7/3, 6 -9:25 p.m.)
Earth and Environmental Studies 
(201)655-4448
GEOS 125 Earth & the Environment..........4
(meets 1-4 p.m. or 5-8 p.m.)
GEOS 162 General Oceanography............. 3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255
ECON 101 Prin of Economics:Macro.......... 3
ECON 102 Prin of Economics:Mlcro............ 3
FINC 321 Fund of Finance...........................3
(meets 6/10-7/31, M,W, 6:30-9 p.m.) 
English (201)655-4249
ENGL 105 Freshman Composition ..............3
ENGL 106 Intro to Literature........................ 3
ENGL 250 Sel Tope: Amer G othic.............. 3
ENGL 354 Shakesp:Trag-Romances.......... 3
ENLT 177 Wrld Lit: Voics Trad /Chlng .......3
Fine Arts (201)655-7295
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual A rts ................3
(meets M,T,W, 6/10-7/31)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstrn Societies............ 3
French (201)655-4283
FREN 101 Beginning French I .....................3
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality......................... 3
History (201)655-5261
HIST 117 Hist of the U.S. to 1876 ............. 3
Home Economics (201) 655-4171
HEFM 445 Inner City Family......................... 3
(meets 6/10-7/30, M,T, 6:30-9:10 p.m.) 
HENU 182 Nutrition.......................................3
(meets 6/10-7/31, M,W, 6:30-9:10 p.m.) 
Information and Decision Sciences (201) 655-4269
FINQ 270 Statistics for Business............. 4
(meets 8:15-10:20 p.m.)
FINQ 371 Management Info Sys..................3
FINQ 375 Operations Analysis.................... 3
INFO 273 Intro to Comput in Busn............3
Legal Studies (201)655-4152
LSPR 200 Intro to Paralegalism..................3
(meets 6/11-8/1, T,R, 6:30-9:10 p.m.)
LSPR 220 Civil Litigation ............................. 3
(meets 6/10-7/31, M,W, 6:30-9:10 p.m.)
LSPR 301 Criminal Law & Procedure......... 3
(meets 5/29-8/14, W, 6:30-9:40 p.m.) 
Linguistics (201) 655-4286
LNGN 250 Language of Propaganda......._,3
Management (201) 655-4280
MGMT 311 Mgmt Process & Org Behav .....3
MGMT 316 Human Resource Mgmt.............3
MGMT 335 Small Bus Mgmt......................... 3
MGMT 439 Business Policy...........................3
Marketing (201) 655-4254
MKTG 340 Intro to Marketing....................... 3
MKTG 346 Intro to Inti Business...................3
MKTG 347 Export/lmport Mktg Proc.............3
MKTG 349 International ty^rketing................3
Mathematics and Computer Science (includes 
Physics) (201)655-5132 , w
CMPT 107 Computers &, Society................. 2
(meets 8:15-9:25 p.m.).s
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn........... 3
MATH 100 Intermediate Algebra................. 3
MATH 103 The Development of Math......... 3
MATH 109 Statistics...................................... 3
MATH 112 Precalculus Mathematics.......... 3
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Linear Algebra....... 3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus................ 3
MATH 116 Calculus A ...................................4
(meets 8:15-10:25 p.m.)
MATH 122 Calculus I ....................................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m.)
MATH 221 Calculus I I ...................................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m.)
MATH 222 Calculus I I I ..................................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m.)
PHYS 193 College Physics I ........................4
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R,
7:30a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
PHYS 194 College Physics I I .......................4
(meets 7/8-8/1, M-R,
7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psyc I: Growth & D ev........ 3
PSYC 102 Women's Worlds.........................3
PSYC 200 Educational Psyc.........................3
PSYC 201 Child Psychology........................3
PSYC 265 Psychology of Women................ 3
PSYC 365 Abnormal Psychology................. 3
Sociology (201) 655-5263
SOCI 113 Social Problems..........................3
SOCI 204 Sociology of the Family.............. 3
SOCI 220 Soc of Rich & Poor Ntns............. 3
(meets 6/10-7/11, 6:30-9:55p.m.) 
Spanish/ltalian (201) 655-4285
ITAL 102 Italian II ....................................... 3
SPAN 101 Spanish I .....................................3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I ....................................3
Women's Studies (201) 655-7911
WMST 102 Women's Worlds........................ 3
TEN-WEEK SESSION, SATURDAYS
June 8 - August 10 
General time frames:
8-11:45 a.m., 9 a.m .-12:45p.m.
...............................................................................................................................................................
Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance
and Theatre (201) 655-4217
STSP 101 Fund Speech:Comm Rqmt.......3
STTH 105 Acting I - Non B.F.A................... 3
Classics (201)655-4419
GNHU 285 Mythology...................................3
English (201)655-4249
ENLT 260 Myth & Literature.......................3
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
HLTH 101 Personal Health Issues..............3
Mathematics and Computer Science 
(201) 655-5132
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn............3
Political Science (201) 655-4238
POLS 203 International Organizations.......3
Sociology (201) 655-5263
SOCI 113 Social Problems......................... 3
SOCI 203 Soci Organized Crime................3
Spanish/ltalian (201) 655-4285
SPAN 101 Spanish I .....................................3
THREE-WEEK POST-SESSION
Most courses meet during the day 
Mon.-Thurs., August 5-22 
General time frames: 
8-11:10 a.m., 9 a.m .-12:10 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
G R AD U ATE C O U R S E S
THREE-WEEK PRE-SESSION
most courses meet Monday-Thursday evenings, 
May 28-June 13 
(exceptions noted)
Communication Sciences and Disorders
(201) 655-4232
CS&D 409 Anat/Phys Spch/Hear Sys........3
(meets 10 a.m.-1:25 p.m.)
CS&D 586 Educ of the Hndcpd..................3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
CS&D 595 Med/Phys Bases of LmgDisab...3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 450 Intro-Alcohol/Drug Couns..........3
COUN 666 Ethical/Legal Issues Coun.........3
Curriculum and Teaching (201) 655-5187
CURR 523 Education in Inner C ity ..............3
(meets 9 a.m.-12:25 p.m.)
Educational Foundations (201) 655-5170
EDFD 520 Dev of Educational Thought....3
(meets 5/28-6/20, M,T,W,R, 3:30 - 6:15 p.m.) 
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
PEMJ 542 Appld Cardiac Rehablitn........... 3
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 565 Psyc & Ed Soc/Emot/
Hndcpd Child......................................... 3
(meets 5/28-6/13, 3:30 -6:55 p.m )
SIX-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet during the day 
Mon.-Thurs., June 24-August 1 
General lime frames: 
7:30-9:05 a.m., 9:15-10:50 a m., 
11 a.m.-12:35 p.m., 12:45-2:20 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Communication Sciences and Disorders 
(201)655-4232
CS&D 510 Fid Exper: Early Spec E d ......... 3
(meets off-campus, 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.)
CS&D 518 Neuromotor Dev Yng Child..... 3
CS&D 535 Adv Sem In Comm Disrdr......... 6
(meets M,T,W, 8-11:30 a.m., R, 8 a.m.-1 p.m.)
CS&D 586 Educ of Handicapped................3
(meets Fridays, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.)
CS&D 590 Prac: Lrng Disabilities................3
(meets 12 noon-5 p.m.)
CS&D 590 Prac: Lrng Disabilities................3
(meets off-campus, M-F, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.)
CS&D 597 Prac/Sem Tch Hdcp Chldn....... 3
(meets 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.)
CS&D 597 Prac/Sem Tch Hdcp Chldn........ 3
(meets off-campus, 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.) 
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 559 Dyn of Group P roc.....................3
(meets M,T,R, 5-7:15 p.m.)
COUN 654 Supv Fid Wrk-Counseling..........3
(meets M,T,R, 5-7:15 p.m.)
COUN 674 Supv Fid Wk-Counslng It...........3
(meets M,T,R, 7:30-9:45 p.m.)
ELAD 510 Educational Admin 1...................3
ELAD 522 Computers in Educ Admin.........3
ELAD 540 Supervision I .............................. 3
(meets M,T,R, 7:30-9:45 p.m.) 
Educational Foundations (201) 655-5170
EDFD 520 Dev of Educational Thought......3
ELRS 503 Methods of Research............... 3
Fine Arts (201)655-7295 
ARPT 511,512,605,606,607,608
Graduate Painting I,II,III,IV,V,VI ..each 3 
(meets 9 -11:15 a.m.)
ARPT 515 Grad Vis Arts Wkshp: Raku.......3
(meets M,T,W,R,5-9:35 p.m.)
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
PEMJ 557 Perceptual Motor Dev.................3
(meets M,T,R, 7:15-9:30 p.m.)
MUSIC (201)655-7212
MUED 603 Sem In Music Education............3
(meets 6/25-8/1, T,R, 3-6:25 p.m.)
Reading {^  Educational Media (201) 655-5183
MEDI 500 Media Tech/Lrn in Curri.............3
MEDI 5Q0 Media Tech/Lrn in Curri.............3
(meets 6/24-7/11,7:30-10:55 a.m.)
READ 600 Wrkshp:Contmp Iss/Rdg..........3
EIGHT-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet during the evening 
Mon., Tues., and Thurs., June 10-August 1 
General Time Frames:
6:30-8:05 p.m., 8:15-9:50 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Mathematics and Computar Science (201) 6555132
MATH 503 Math for Computer Sci I I I ........3
(meets 8:15-10:25 p.m.)
THREE-WEEK POST-SESSION
Most Courses meet during the day 
Mon.-Thurs., August 5-22 
General time frames: 
8-11:10 a m., 9 a.m.-12:10p.m., 
(exceptions noted)
Counseling, Human Development & 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 559 Dynamics of Group P roc .........3
S P E C IA L  S U M M E R  P R O G R A M S
Anthropology (201) 655-4119
ANTH 210 Urban Anthropology....................3
Fine Arts (201) 655-7295
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual Arts................3
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstrn Societies.............3
History (201) 655-5261
HIST 106 Contmp Eur 1914-Present.........3
Mathematics and Computer Science 
(201) 655-5132
CMPT 107 Computers & Society..................2
(meets 9-11:05 a.m.)
CMPT 108 Computers & Programming....... 3
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn...........3
MATH 103 The Development of Math..........3
MATH 109 Statistics..................................... 3
Philosophy & Religion (201) 655-5144
PHIL 106 Logic.............................................3
Political Science (201 ) 655-4238
POLS 100 Introduction to Politics................ 3
POLS 201 Comparative Politics...................3
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 420 Pkgd Comp Prog Psyc............... 1
(meets 8/19-8/22, 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 454 Comm Res Alc/Subs A b ........... 3
COUN 481 Legal Rights of Women.............3
(meets 6/10-7/3, M,T,R,6-9:25 p.m.)
COUN 560 Medical Problems in Educ........ 3
COUN 574 Couns In Indus Setng-EAP....... 3
COUN 577 Counselg Theories ................... 3
Curriculum and Teaching (201) 655-5187
CURR 599 Curr & Soc Dynam of Sch........ 3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255
ECON 501 Economic Analysis ....................3
(meets 6/10-7/31, M,W, 6:30-9 p.m.) 
Educational Foundations (201) 655-5170
ELRS 503 Methods of Research............... 3
ELRS 580 Lrning:Process & Measrmnt......3
English (201)655-4249
ENLT 602 Sem Majr Mdrn Novelists......... 3
Legal Studies (201) 655-4152
LSLW 531 Administrative Law ................... 3
(meets 6/11-8/1, T.R. 6:30-9:10 p.m.)
LSLW 553 Arbitration & Other Adj Pr......... 3
(meets 6/10-7/31, M,W. 6:30-9:10pm )
Archaeology Field Methods (201) 655-4119 
Business Educators Graduate Workshops 
(201)655-4269
CD-ROMs and telecommunications technologies in 
the business education classroom 
Continuing Education, Center for 
(201)655-4353
Allied Health Training Programs 
Medical Assistant
Medical Records Transcriptlpnist Assistant 
Pharmacy Technician 
Computer Application 
Computer Graphics 
Database Management 
Desktop Publishing 
Electronic Spreadsheets 
PageMaker for Windows 
PC Fundamentals/DOS 
Specialized Computer Programs 
Word Processing 
English as a Second Language 
EXCEL (Exploring Curriculum of the English 
Language) Program- English courses for non­
native speakers at alt levels of language 
proficiency-six skill levels-conversation, listening, 
reading, writing-specialized courses include 
Writing Workshop, TOEFL review, American 
Literature
Enrichment for Inquisitive Minds-educational and 
personal development In the arts, humanities, 
wellness, writing and communication skills 
Facilities Manager Certificate Program 
Foreign Language Immersion 
Travel/Study Tours
Alaska, Australia, Belize, China, Egypt, 
Galapagos Islands, Greece, Indonesia, 
Ireland, Kenya, Morocco, Nova Scotia, 
South Africa, Turkey 
Cooperative Education (201) 655-4426 
Creative Group Experiences Workshop - 
undergraduate and graduate (201) 655-5175 
Educational Opportunity Fund 
(201) 655-4385
Environmental Education - New Jersey School 
of Conservation (201) 948-4646
(Field oriented courses, requiring residency, 
offered at the School in Stokes State Forest, 
Sussex County, New Jersey)
Externships (by arrangement with departments) 
Field Experience (by arrangement with 
departments)
Gifted and Talented Youth Summer Day Camp 
(201)655-4104/4260
(first three weeks of July, for qualified youth in 
grades 6-10)
Graduate Research (by arrangement with 
departments)
Gymnastics-Teaching Gymnastics in the 
Schools K-12 (201) 655-5253 
Health Careers Program (201) 655-4415 
Hi Jump (201) 655-5116 (University courses for 
high achieving high school juniors and seniors) 
Independent Study (by arrangement with 
departments)
Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy 
for Children (IAPC) (201) 655-4277 
Internships (by arrangement with departments) 
Music Camp, Stokes State Forest (201) 655- 
4443 (July 14-27, music and environmental 
studies for youth 10-18 years of age)
New Jersey Marine Science Consortium 
(201) 655-4397/4448 (Field oriented courses, 
offered at Sandy Hook or Seaville field stations) 
New Jersey School of the Arts (201) 655-5179 
(July 8-August 1, for talented students in grades 
9-12 - writing, dance, television, theatre, visual 
arts, music)
Practicums (by arrangement with departments) 
Selected Topics (by arrangement with 
departments)
Study Abroad
Israel, Excavations at Tel Hadar and Archaeologi­
cal Tour, June 10-July 14, [Dr. Timothy Renner, 
Department of Classics, (201) 655-4419]
Italy, University of Siena, July 13-August 17,
[Dr Vincenzo Bollettino, Department of Spanish/ 
Italian. (201) 655-4285 or (201) 226-2986]
Spain, May 28-June 13 [Dr. Johng Hwang, 
Department of Spanish/ltalian, (201) 655-4285] 
Summer Institute for Teachers of Gifted 
Students (201)655-4104/4260 
Supervised Business WorkExperience - 
undergraduate (201) 655-4254 
TheatreFest Professional Equity Theatre in 
residence at MSU, including Pushcart Players 
for kids (201 655-5112)
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We're Trying to Work Here
It’s happened to all of us. We’ve gone to one of the many computer labs on cam­
pus, trying to find a computer to type a paper on, and they’re all either being used or 
are broken. There isn’t much to complain about the broken ones, save for asking 
that they get repaired faster. But there is something to complain about,concerning 
the ones in use, or at least the people using them.
The computers are there for academic purposes, but this fact seems to escape 
those people we see who sit there socializing or playing games with them, as we 
patiently wait for our turn. There is no reason for a student with homework to have 
to wait for somebody to finish an interminable number of hands of solitaire.
The World Wide Web is an amazing resource of information from around the 
world, from antimatter to zoology, with text and sound and full color pictures for 
anyone’s use. It is also a giant warehouse of games, stories, news, cartoons, and other 
interesting diversions. But a student looking for medical data from Bolivia finds that 
the system is slowed down because someone downloading images from Hustler 
Online is taking up an unreasonable amount of bandwidth.
How many times have we been hard at work on our homework at the computer 
and the person next to us was reading “T he Brady Family Orgy” while the waiting 
line stretched out the door? Or the printer couldn’t get to our essay because it was 
too busy printing out the entire year’s
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Apology for Bohn fire alarms
Fire alarms have been a major prob­
lem at the dorms o f  MSU, especially in 
Bohn Hall. T h e  students pull the alarms 
all the time for whatever reason, and I 
was one of them  on the night of Sep- 
tem ber.30,1995. Iam w ritingthislettcr 
to apologize to the residents o f Bohn 
Hall, the faculty members, the police 
departm ent, the  fire departm ent, and 
the fire station. Hopefully by writing 
this letter I can prevent at least one 
person from pulling the alarm again. 
Although I pulled it a while back, it’s 
not too late to apologize and save som e­
one else all the trouble that I had to go 
through. I realize that pulling the alarm 
was in poor judgm en t and although I 
was intoxicated, I was still responsible 
forw hatld id . I not only invited trouble 
upon  myself, b u t I also could have put 
everyone in Bohn Hall in danger. So 
m any alarms have been pulled that 
som e students d o n ’teven bother to get 
ou t o f their rooms, i t ’s like “T h e  Little
Boy W ho Cried Wolf.” One day there 
may be a real fire, but some people may 
not move, causing them  to get injured,
W ith all the trouble 1 had to go 
through, it wasn’t worth pulling it. I t ’s 
not fun going outside late at night, es­
pecially when there are those who have 
earlyclassesthenext morning. Nobody 
seems to laugh when they come out­
side, so it’s not even a funny joke. 
Anyone who goes to jail and has to be let 
out on $500 bail definitely learns his 
lesson. Besides going to jail, 1 had to 
miss a num ber of classes because I had 
to deal with court dates and faculty 
m em bers on campus. I made a Stupid 
move, so now I have to face die conse­
quences which include being banned 
from the dorms until Fall of 1996. T h e  
only thing I can do now is prevent 
someoneelsefromcommitdngthesame 
act,because a false fire alarm is a serious 
criminal offense.
A ntoine Amay
Rubino corrects Fleischm an
Frank Fleischman should pay more 
attention to his read ing and writing skills, 
particularly when he quotes published 
work. In his colum n titled, “W riter Re­
jects Rubino’s Ideology” (November30), 
Mr. Fleischman claims that I said that I 
“wish there was a c u t” (in school lunch 
programs and M edicare). I would advise
Mr. Fleischman to reexamine my column 
that he critiques (Republican’s Manifest 
Destiny,N ovem ber 16). Thisstatem ent 
does not appear and I find it reprehen­
sible that Mr. Fleischman would err on 
the side of misinformation and libel. 
Michael P. Rubino 
Montclarion columnist
Dissemination of information 
on safety at MSU is unreliable
We were recently informed that on 
November 20, 1995, a man was held at 
gunpointon the Clove Road bridge. M ul­
tiple things about this situation distress 
us. T h e  first and foremost item is how 
we were informed. We overheard a staff 
conversation about the incident, and then 
confirmed the story with the police. When 
we questioned the campus police as to 
why the students were not informed of 
the incident, he explained that an e-mail 
wassentouton the Dewey system, which 
only has faculty accounts. When we 
inquired as to why e-mail was not sent to 
a student system such as Pegasus or Al­
pha, the officer informed us that they did 
not have access to these systems. How 
can this be? Ifan important memo needs 
to be disseminated regarding personal 
safety, why should the police not have 
access to the system? T h e  incident in­
volved student safety, not faculty. T he  
faculty has access to parking lots which 
are close to University buildings. Stu­
dents are forced to park in the very' re­
mote areas, such as the Clove Road lot. 
Many of us walk to and from Clove Road 
parking lots at least eight times a week. 
Since the incident on the 20th on No­
vember, we have made the trip ten times. 
We do not understand why, with such an 
explosive situation, the students were 
not notified.
The officer did explain that the Mont- 
clarion wasgiven the information, but the 
Montclarion was not available until Thurs­
day, Novem ber 30, 1995, ten days after 
the incident. We feel that this is an 
unacceptable method to inform the stu­
dents in a timely manner.
Shawn Pyatak, Psychology major
Melanie Fleming, Philosophy major
Montclarion Mailbag letter policy
The deadline fo r letters is 3:00 p.m. Monday. All 
letters must be typed and double-spaced, and not 
exceed two pages in length. Letters must include 
the author's name, major, social security number 
and phone number. The last tw o items are used 
for verification purposes only. The letters may be 
edited for length, libel, and taste._______
MSU’s puritanical “dry campus” alcohol 
policy is both repressive and irresponsible
Stretford Mongrel
by Matthew Connolly
W hen I first arrived at MSU, I did the thing that 
seem ed  most natural to me in order to m eet and 
socialize with people: I sought out the pub. Looking 
in the  student handbook, I spotted  mention of the 
Rathskeller. I thought maybe M SU ’s Rathskeller is 
sim ilar to that o f the  Bauhaus m ovem ent. Perhaps the 
university had associated itself w ith the same ideas and 
ideals of the Bauhaus education. How wrong 1 was. It 
seem s that MSU m ore closely aligns itself with the 
Nazi repression o f  Bauhaus with its attitude towards 
alcohol. I know about drinking laws, but I d o n ’t 
understand their puritanical application at MSU.
Although a m ajority of students may be below the 
age of21, a significant minority o f  students as well as all 
the faculty and m ost other staff are not and they  are 
en titled  to be able to enjoy a drink. With ID  cards 
readily available in the form of driver’s licenses or even 
an amended M SU card, the restrictions on under-age 
drinkingcould easily be met. So why not liberalize the 
p resen t policy a bit?
T h e  promotion o f a responsible attitude towards 
alcohol is laudable and I support it. I lowever tem per­
ance is not the way to achieve this. I a ttended  a
Wellspring Program presentation this w eek on “safer 
parties.” T h e  speaker, Joe Madge, outlined the dangers 
of excessive alcohol consumption and ways to avoid or 
lessen these risks. H e m ade a lot o f sense and had a 
realistic attitude toward alcohol.
Some of the problems he associated with alcohol 
consumption seemed to stem  from youthful exuberance 
and inexperience, rather than alcohol itself. Peer pres­
sure w ascitedasareasonfordrunkenexcess. Despite its 
often negative connotation, peer pressure could also be 
used as a positive pressure by influencing people not to 
drink excessively or by taking car keys away from intoxi­
cated drivers.
1 cannot hope for a more reasonable drinking age in 
the current political climate, although it is interesting to 
note that politicians consider one age responsible enough 
to vote bu t not to drink. 1 can only speak from a 
European viewpoint on this subject, bu t in general if the 
young are introduced to alcohol by their parents in a 
respectful and responsible manner it leads to fewer 
problems in the future. So often the illicit nature o f a 
product leads teenagers to discover it and abuse it in 
private, preventing them  from learning how to use the
drug carefully. M SU’s “dry campus” policy perpetu­
ates this system. One good example ofhow the present 
policy could have been sensibly relaxed was the recent 
Convocation Day. T here  was a great celebratory 
occasion with good food, convivial company and wine 
glasses on the table but only water or iced tea to drink. 
A very parsimonious attitude. One glass o f wine would 
have been a very nice touch.
Student unions in British colleges run successful 
bars that provide a center for recreation and socializing 
in a controlled atmosphere. T hey  bring in significant 
revenue, som ething not to be sniffed at in the current 
financial climate. We take money from gambling for 
education why not from beer sales? T here  is excess, 
but they are more rites of passage than regular drinking 
habits.
The veritable cornucopia of alcoholic beverages 
available at my local liquor store is a delight to me. For 
the sensuous pleasures of fine wines, whiskies and 
beers should not be denied by those who have not 
tasted a full bodied Burgundy, smoky Islay Malt or 
bitter Boddingtons beer. Alcohol is not just for chug­
ging. It can be appreciated too.
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F rom the
Left I P l i iP l lP
by Frank F/eischman III
Writer’s defense from 
the “Editorial Zone”
A word to the wise: controversy breeds contempt. A case in 
point: Frank F/eischman III. A man who held an unpopular 
view, and was verbally thrashed. The price to be paid, perhaps, 
fo r writing in... The Editorial Zone.
In the two years that I have written for this newspa­
per, I have never received such strong responses as I have 
to my column on M egan’s Law. Some people stopped 
me on campus and argued reasonably with me. Others 
have simply attacked me personally, calling me a 
“slimeball,” a “pervert” and other names not fit to print 
here simply because I opposed Megan’s Law on consti­
tutional and pragmatic grounds. 1 have felt firsthand the 
effects of the dark side of majoritarianism.
Nancy Cifalino and Deanna DiMarco made some 
reasoned, if pyrrhic, argum ents in their letter last week. 
In that letter, the two ladies say that it is “obvious” that 
neither I, nor anyone close to me, has ever been mo­
lested. T h e  former assumption is correct; the latter 
assumption is incorrect. I have had close friends who 
have been victimized by child molesters. T h ey  have told 
me of the deep pain that they felt during those times, as 
well as when their parents d idn’t believe them . I blame 
the parents for not believing their children and for not 
taking an interest in the people that their children came 
in contact with. I don’t blame the legal system. Govern­
ment cannot usurp the responsibilities of parents in 
keeping their children safe.
Cifalino and DiMarco write that they aren’t “inter­
ested in the ‘civil liberties, right to privacy, and the right 
to continue their lives’” of convicted murderers, rapists, 
and molesters. I’m sure tha t’s true, and tha t’s a big part 
of the problem.
No m atter how horrible the crimes that criminals 
commit, when they have done their time in prison, they 
have a right to re-enter the community to start their lives 
again. T h e  victims are due compensation for the wrong­
doings done against them. IfCifalinoand DiMarco want 
to lobby to have early parole repealed, then fine. Itwould 
be even more constructive to lobby the legislature to 
appropriate more money toward psychiatric services for 
both criminal and victim, and, when they are given 
clearance by mental health professionals, they  should be 
returned to the community for a fresh start. T hat’s 
justice, although Cifalino and DiMarco don ’t seem as 
interested in justice as m uch as revenge.
M egan’s Law makes such a plan impossible, because 
neighborhood notification that a convicted sex offender 
is coming into the com m unityguarantees acts of vigilan- 
tism, like the one last year in southern N ew  Jersey when 
a former convict was m istaken as a sex offender and 
attacked in his own apartm ent by a man with a baseball 
bat. But why stop there? W hy not do the same thing to 
the homeless, the mentally ill, the chronically unem­
ployed? A ren’t they just as undesirable as former con­
victs?
1 thank Ms. Cifalino and Ms. DiMarco for their 
arguments. 1 recognize the fact that it is hard to hear 
arguments that don’t coincide with the majority think­
ing, however, that is my prerogative as a writer. Don’t 
think that these arguments have changed my mind. I still 
believe that the reality is that too many people have put 
all of their faith into a law that is unenforceable, and very 
probably unconstitutional. Therein lies a true travesty of 
justice.
MONTCLARION
Instant Karma
f 2 f
by Moses Sackowifz
I was passing a classroom Where an old professor of 
mine was teaching and I stuck m yhead in. He said, 
“Mow are ya big guy?” I said, “fine,” but as I was 
leaving I heard him call out, “C om e back, we need an 
example of an old fashioned liberal!” This confused 
me. I came back to the class and asked him why he 
thought I was an “old fashioned liberal,” since he and 
I never had any in-depth discussions about anything 
political. He said he was joking. I said that I was 
through with politics (havingfinished the major) and 
I had moved on to philosophy. I mentioned that 
Jean-Paul Sartre would have said that doing politics 
only gets you “dirty hands.”
Am I offended at being called an “old fashioned 
liberal?” N ot really, since I don’t think anyone can 
tell me what that exactly m eans. Perhaps more 
aggravating is being politically stamped with no 
reason. People have the tendency to jump to ideo­
logical conclusions (and confusions) due to the very 
natureofpoliticalthinkingwhichinourcountry leads 
to a select few' deciding the fate of all.
Political engagem ent may provide impressive slo­
gans and evoke feelings of duty, bu t actually it is only, 
in my thought, a sport for power. A sport is a game. If 
you can play the  game, you win. What do you win? 
Power. Money. Influence. For some reason I find 
dtese goals somewhat undesirable to any sensible 
person. Skills to play the game are most definitely 
required. Such “skills” including having financial 
backing, rhetorical skills to influence and alter public 
moods and thinking, and the stomach for cut-throat 
competition. T h in k  about it: People compete for con- 
trol of our country, city, etc., which is allegedly for our 
own good. People competing for my general welfare
Politics of political 
life are rejected
makes m e uneasy.
What do these competitors know? It seem s like 
they are ignoring me when the government is plan­
ning to decrease funds to protect the environm ent 
and wildlife. Isn’t nature im portant forour well-being 
as well as for itself? Cuts in education will lead to 
poorly equipped  students and unsatisfied youth who 
make take out their frustrations in destructive ways. 
The educational system in this country is already 
pathetically unproductive. T h ese  arc a few concerns 
that affect us as a whole.
1 have always felt that people “nmning for office” 
or “seeking election” are only motivated by a desire 
to further their own personal agenda. W hether it is 
school board elections or a race for the senate, I can’t 
help but sense that these candidates are overcom e by 
feelings o f self-righteousness and self-importance. I 
have also experienced this at internships at State 
Assembly and Municipal levels. Maybe I am too 
cynical to  believe that people are actually trying to do 
something worthwhile, bu t I find it impossible that 
these peop le’s own self in terest doesn’t get inter- 
meshed with the purpose of serving the public as a 
whole, a goal which should have little room for self- 
interest.
Perhaps we can filter outsuch self-interested people 
by picking our legislators out o f a hat. O f course, we 
may get som e who are unqualified. T h e  kind of 
person we need in the governm ent is one w ho is 
continuously aware of our situation on all levels. 
When the comforts of the upper-class senator be­
come overwhelming, we could hire someone to whis­
per in his or her ear, “Rem em ber, you are elected!' 
Anyway, pick your team.
Rubino
¡ « ¡ ¡ ■ f e  •
by Michael Rubino
Americans no longer 
take Jackson seriously
Jesse Jackson’s obsession with N ew t Gingrich has 
inspired him to return to his previously held position of 
C E O  of Operation PUSH (People United to Serve H u ­
manity). PUSH, according to Jackson, will focus on 
economic objectives.
Jackson’s obsession with Gingrich has inspired his 
Rainbow Coalition to direct its energy toward oustingthe 
Republican Congress and reestablishing a Democratic 
majority. The Rainbow Coalition, according to Jackson, 
will focus on politics.
O f course, there is no difference between Jesse 
Jackson’s economic and political objectives.
After the 1994 election, Jackson ripped Gingrich and 
the “Contract with America” because the GOP proposed 
to reduce the free government goodies which were being 
distributed. During the now nearly forgotten “Million 
Man March,” Jackson ripped Gingrich and the “Contract 
with America” because the GOP was following through 
on its proposals. Last week Jackson attacked Gingrich 
again because, well, what else is new?
It’s become politically ci/ir to dum p all over the H ouse 
Speaker. T he Speaker is the spark plug behind the 
engine that/r the Republican Revolution. Liberal policy
is finally being seriously challenged. Therefore, liberal 
stalwarts like Jackson are trying to maintain the status 
quo, at any cost.
Jackson’s politics are sim ply an eVbr-increasing sup­
ply of tax dollars channelled into cradle-to-the-grave 
ideology. I lis politics include affirmative action, quotas, 
and group rights over individual rights. His politics 
defends the welfare state and pushes for increased 
expenditures. His polities involves standing side-by- 
side with hate-mongers like Louis Farrakhan.
Jackson is acutely aware o f this country’s racial divi­
sions, criticizing it every step  o f the way. However, he 
closes his eyes to the real and documented chattel 
slavery that is running ram pant in Sudan and Mauritania. 
Charles Jacobs, of the American Anti-Slavery Group, 
exposed Jackson’s refusal to acknowledge the problem. 
A Jackson aide said, “(Jackson | is busy with affirmative 
action. Right now, slavery is not on his agenda.”
So last weekjackson prom ised tospread the Coalition 
message. “TheRainbowisgoingtodefeatN ew tG ingrich 
in 1996,” he declared.
Can Americans really take him seriously anymore? 
I’ll proudly support the Speaker.
.. . .. ........., , . . . . .in... .1.'. III .......................  ...........................y
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Native American
by Joseph Paternoster
On W ednesday, November 29, World AIDS Day was 
commemorated at MSU, with events sponsored by the 
sisters of Lam bda Tau Omega. In the usual fashion of 
(fill in the blank with your favorite cause) days, ribbons 
and pamphlets were handed out to “raise awareness” 
and “educate” people. And, as usual, the truth was 
distorted or disregarded. T he day after AI DS Day, those 
same ribbons and pamphlets were being picked up and 
thrown in the trash.
It seems that these days should be an opportunity to 
tell the fn/th about whatever the flavor of the w eek is (i.e. 
AIDS, depression, etc.). But th a t’s not what these days 
have been about.
The Montc/arion article that covered World AIDS 
Day quoted some very interesting facts from the pam­
phlets that w ere handed out. “T h e  best way to protect 
yourself against the IIIV virus and AIDS is by the use of 
condoms,” followed by a little blurb about abstinence 
stating that it, too, is the best way to fight the spread of 
AIDS. Everyone knows that the only two surefire ways 
to “protect yourse lf’ against AIDS arc by abstaining 
from sex and by not using intravenous drugs. T h is  was 
a golden opportunity for this message to be presented 
but, on campus at least, the truth was ignored.
“In the next five years, more than five million chil­
dren would be infected with I IIV,” the pamphlet goes 
on to state. W here does this num ber come from? T he 
pamphlet states that through 1995 “ 1.5 million children 
had been infected with HIV.” T h a t’s 1.5 million since 
the beginning of the epidemic! Now we arc led to 
believe that one million children per year will be in­
fected, but there is nosupport for this prediction. And as 
far as AIDS predictions arc concerned, they usually 
prove to be wrong. Using World I Iealth Organization 
numbers, Oprah Winfrey predicted on national televi­
sion in 1987 “that one in five heterosexuals could be 
dead from AI DS at the end of three years.” T h is predic-
The Wright
Way
• by Eric J. Wright
1 IP v j
President Clinton addressed the nation last 
Monday night regarding the imm inent U.S. military 
involvement in Bosnia. He declared that 20,000 Ameri­
can servicemen and women should be deployed in a 
mission to establish peace. T h e  big question the Presi­
dent neglected to answer is this: Does the U.S. have an 
interest in Bosnia worth dying for?
T h e  President claimed that American values, 
interests and security are all at stake. He cited the 
brutalities suffered by innocent civilians which include 
mass executions and ethnic cleansing. He went on to say 
that peace would not only end the atrocities, bu t also 
prevent the war from spreading to other nations. Finally, 
Mr. Clinton believes that peace in Bosnia will help build 
a united Europe.
T h e  President did m ake a couple ofvalid points. 
I'he primary claim is that the violence in Bosnia defies 
the principles on which America stands. Certainly the 
images of sunken  faces and emaciated bodies have 
touched the hearts and consciousness of our country. 
I'he second point is that a united  Europe is integral 
because of our partnerships in trade and in providing 
security. In order for the peace process to move forward, 
Mr. Clinton is convinced a U.S. military presence is 
needed. D espite the validity of the two points cited, it 
does not formulate a complete and convincing argum ent 
lor risking the lives of American soldiers.
Sex, lies, and myths 
of World AIDS Day
tion proved to be wrong, although it was reported as 
gospel truth by the mainstream press.
Some of the real truths that are routinely overlooked 
on World AIDS Day are: how to get AI DS, who is at the 
most risk of getting it, how to prevent it, and the trends 
in AIDS. People seem to be afraid of telling the truth 
about AI DS. Maybe, though, it is because the truth goes 
against what the media and liberals believe.
T h e  truth is that the majority of people that get AIDS 
are either homosexual m en or IV drug users. This is not 
true because I say so, bu t because the statistics say so. 
According to the latest numbers from the Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC), 85% of all AIDS cases are 
attributed to these people. Heterosexual contact ac­
counts for just 7% of the cases. It is an injustice and it is 
deceptive to portray these facts in any other way. Fur­
thermore, by not relaying these truths to the public, the 
“AIDS activists” are doing a disservice to those at risk.
T h e  trends in AIDS are that both homosexual and 
heterosexual AIDS cases are on the rise. However, 
closer examination shows that the reason for the increase 
in heterosexual cases is that they have been reclassified. 
T he C D C  has decided to throw all unknown causes for 
AIDS into the “heterosexual sex” category. Instead of 
trying to find what the actual cause is, they knowingly 
mislead people into believing that there is an increasing 
AIDS epidemic among heterosexuals.
Hopefully, next year the ladiesofLambdaTau Omega 
will do a little more homework before they make up 
pamphlets. Instead of handing out red ribbons, misin­
formation and useless predictions, maybe they will tell 
the truth about AIDS. Identify those who are most at 
risk, lead the effort to q uiet the heterosexual AI DS myth, 
and do something for more than one day. AIDS is a 
devastating disease that deserves attention, but so does 
cancer, heart disease, and a host of others that affect far 
more people, and are much less preventable than AI DS.
Clinton’s Bosnia policy is 
unethical and unsound
T he violence in Bosnia does defy American 
principles, but so does any war where there are mass 
executions and ethnic cleansing. A united Europe will 
be a better partner in trade and security, but American 
blood does not -  and more importantly, should not -  
need to be spilled in order to achieve this.
L et us not forget that this is a European problem 
which in no way threatens our national security. Al­
though the war conflicts with our principles and delays a 
formation of a united Europe, it is a reality in Bosnia that 
has been goingon for much longer than the four years the 
President leads us to believe. The situation in Bosnia is 
very complex and there is no clear solution in sight.
While American G.I.’s are digging their fox­
holes, loading their weapons, and praying for their lives, 
the President will be in the safety and security of his 
home. W hen American m en and women were dying for 
their country in Vietnam, Mr. Clinton was in the same 
situation he is in now. T h e  guns are not pointed at him 
and his life is not in danger.
T h e  only thing in jeopardy for Mr. Clinton is his 
political life. With the election year coming up, the 
President is rolling the proverbial dice and taking his 
chances. T he  irony is that just like Vietnam, Bosnia has 
become a political game with no real American interest. 
Just like Vietnam, Bill Clinton will only talk about what 
it m ust be like to be there.
College at 
Thirty-something
by Angela Daidone
W riter finds the 
Fountain of Youth
I’ve discovered the Fountain ofYouth: stay in school.
It doesn’t matter whether you are enrolled full-time 
or not. Even one class is enough to get the cobwebs out 
of your brain and rejuvenate the cells up there.
I’ve written before about how long it has actually 
taken me to get to the academic point I’m at now. I 
started in 1974, along with the rest of my friends. Eco­
nomics got in the way and I left to go to work. In 1987 I 
lost my job and decided to try again. I worked part-time 
and returned as a full-time student during the day. Right 
before what was to be my final semester, I was hit by a 
car while walking. Needless to say, I needed a lot of nuts 
and bolts to repair the damage and certainly had to leave 
school again. I felt anything but young.
I was bitten by the bug again this past spring and 
started off with one weekend class during that semester, 
and then one in the summer. I have four classes this 
semester and five next. I just can’t stay away. Initially it 
was to get the diploma. It has become a vital part of one’s 
resume. But, truthfully, sometimes I’m not so much 
interested in being an integral part of the job market as 
I am in learning something new. Honest!
My parents aren’t forcing m e to go to school. I’m here 
at my own free will, and I love every m inute of it. There 
can never be a spot in my brain that says, OK, I’m full. As 
long as there 's new information, there’s incentive to 
learn.
I’m so happy to be m eeting so many new people. And 
I’ll say it out loud, even if it sounds corny. I t’s wonderful 
and revitalizing. Is there an age when one can’t discuss 
Poe anymore? And when does one lose one’s ability to 
laugh with people who are not the same age? Quite 
frankly, I don’t even know how my age is supposed to 
feel and I ’m not really interested in finding out. My car 
radio doesn’t turn to the oldies station. I’m seeing my 
kids (my son is 16, my daughter 18) in a whole different 
light. Sure, I ’m still Mom but I understand what they’re 
talking about now. T hey  don’t like it but I ’m not wor­
ried.
I can’t even find those pesky grey hairs that I know 
were there a few months ago.
My mom says I ’m smiling more. And she’s right. I feel 
it. And isn’t smiling what kids do best? W ith this strange 
metamorphosis has come a renewed sense of self-es­
teem. L et’s face it, if I stayed in the rut I was in any 
longer, I would have disappeared into the never-ending 
pit where all women wear enough face make-up to 
scratch your initials in their cheekbones. It is a horrible 
place where everyone has a QVC merit badge and swaps 
low-fat quiche recipes and subscribes to Menopause 
Monthly.
T here’s nothing wrong with that, but it’s not for me. 
I’m much too young now. I told my daughter that when 
I become a grandm other- heaven help me, and h e r- th e  
kids will have to beep me on the Batman ride to find me.
Don’t get m e wrong. I have no problem with that F- 
word that’s starting to creep up on me. Forty is definitely 
a state of mind. Sometimes it’s a state of despair and 
sometimes, like now, it’s just a meaningless number. 
And it never is a mirror of who or what we are.
I blame this all on school. All the hard work and 
scheduling and running around has revived my interest, 
not only in learning, but in living. I may not be expecting 
to get proofed in a bar but I’m not ready to dye my hair 
blue, either.
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Dancing at Lughnas, Hopes, Dreams, and Rebellion
Tara Fly mi (right) and Bemadtte Cerami (left) rehearse a scene from Dancing at Lughnasa.
by Victoria Cables &  Erin Petty
Brian Friel’sT o n y  Award winning play 
Dancing at Lughnasa is currently being 
performed by the Mainstagc Theatre 
Series at MSIJ in the Studio Theatre. 
Dancing at Lughnasa is directed by Dr. 
Ramon Delgado; set design by John 
Figola; lighting design by S teven  A. 
Draheim; and costum e design by [Deborah 
Lombardi.
Dancing at Lughnasa is set in August of 
1936 Ireland during the harvest moon of 
Lughnasa and follows the lives o f the 
M undy family. T h is  memory play is 
recollected through the eyes of seven- 
year-o ld  M ichael M undy (G rego ry  
Amend). 1'he strict religious ideals of 
ce rta in  fam ily m em b ers  like  K ate 
(Bernadette Ceram i) conflict with the 
pagan impulses o f the Lughnasa dancing; 
however, her four sisters are inclined to 
dance in the moonlight with dirty, drunk 
men. Cerami adds comic relief while 
assuming the role of her departed m other 
by refusing to let her sisters go to the 
dance.
T h e  sisters reveal the hopes and dreams 
that they have for themselves and for each 
other, as they listen to the radio, their only 
connection to the world outside o f their 
small village of Ballybeg. Maggie (Tara 
Flynn) maintained her sense of hum or 
throughout the play, but would som e­
times lose all sense o f control and dance
outside like Ginger Rogers. Flvnn’schar- 
acter is strong yet gentle.
Adding to the tension in the Mundy 
family is Uncle Jack’s (Edward L.Terhune
III) strange behavior when he returns 
from Africa su ffe ring  from m alaria. 
Terhune portrays a crazy, sick elderly 
man excellently. Chris M undy’s (Maria
Ryan) illegitimate son Michael also brings 
a sense of shame to the family. Ryan 
brings her character to life with enthusi­
asm, and an authentic Irish accent.
Dancing at Lughnasa also touches on 
the Industrial Revolution when Agnes 
(D enise Michelle) and Rose (Danielle 
Lanzerotti) are forced to work in a factory 
when their handmade gloves fail to sell. 
T hroughout the play, the sisters are often 
drawn outside to dance. Lanzerotti is 
convincing as a spirited youth with a re­
bellious attitude.
T h e  Studio Theatre is set in a circle in 
the round style with the audience seated 
on three sides of the stage. Dancing a t 
Lughnasa scenes occur in the kitchen of 
the M undy home, outside in the yard, and 
even featured hanging foliage, where 
Gerry (Adam Drew) hung from the rafters 
to fix the radio. Drew portrayed an absent 
father who danced in and out of the 
family’s lives. A prop which entertained 
the audience wras a rubber rooster that 
Lanzerotti carries in after running off to 
dance with Danny, her married lover in 
the back hills.
Dancing a t Lughnasa is a celebration of 
life, dance, and tribulations. T he cast and 
backstage staff invites the audience into 
the religious and personal confrontations, 
laughter, and love in the M undy family.
Dancingat Lughnasa is being performed 
tonight through Dec. 9 a t 8p.m.
Works A Foot; talented, beautiful, graceful movements
by Victoria C aldes
Last night at 8 p.m. in the New Dance 
Space at Life I lall M SU’s Dance Divi­
sion presented Works A Foot, an array of 
eleven modern dance pieces. T h e  con­
cert represented choreography by stu­
dents, faculty, alum ni, and guest artists. 
Selections from Works A Foot will be 
presented in the fully produced concert 
DANCEWORKS ‘96 .
' The first piece Vigil choreographed by 
Bill Evans, featuring music by Faure’s 
Requiem  was a group of men and women 
twirling about the floor in black, red, and 
white costumes. "The dancers w ere in­
credibly flexible with jumps, leaps, and 
spins.
To Merge a piece choreographed and 
performed by 'Todd Thoenig dem on­
strated his strength, flexibility, and bal­
ance. During most of the dance, his legs 
were crossed, and he used his upper body 
to move around the stage. I le appeared to
grow from an infant, to a child, to a man.
T h e  next piece was Housebroken, cho­
reographed by Sara Hook and David 
Parker. Eight dancers appeared as 
wind-up dolls in a humorous struggle 
to win a hat. Stacey Pepper and 
Wilson Mendieta tookcenterstage 
as they spun, stretched, and 
reached to grab it.
Anothersolo piece, entitled 
Arcana, choreographed by 
Sharon Livardo with music 
by M ickey Hart, featured 
O m ag b itse  O m agbem i.
This dance had an African beat 
to it and seem ed to have tribal 
movements.
'T he n ex t p iece . Sw ing in ', 
chorographed by Maureen Glennon 
with music by Bobby M cFerrin of Man­
hattan Transfer, enlightened the audi­
ence. A group of eleven girls danced onto 
the stage in bright red costumes. The
troupe moved together with perfection.
Captive, choreographed by Joanie 
Smith and Danial Shapiro, made the au­
dience hold their breath 
as Stacey Pepper be­
came a true-to-life 
T in k e rb e l le .  
P e p p e r  
f l o a t e d  
a b o v e  a 
g a z e  b o -  
like s tru c ­
ture and flew 
into the hands 
of T h o e n ig , 
M endieta, and 
Anderson. Bal­
ance, tim in g , 
trust, and grace 
blended togetherto  
m ake the  p ie c e
breathless.
Titillated featured music by James
Brown and was choreographed  and 
perfom ed by Wilson M endieta. Brown 
appeared mime-like, bu t he managed to 
have skill and strength.
T h e  finale was Family, choreographed 
by Joanie Smith and Danial Shapiro, with 
music by Scott Killian, featured seven 
dancers in a family picture pose. Every 
dancer used an overstuffed, brown chair. 
The piece was funny and romantic as 
every “family” member tried to get a hold 
of the chair.
W orks A Foot d isp layed  talented, 
hardw orking, amazingly flexible and 
strong dancers. Also, the choreography 
was excellent. One choreographer was 
overheard saying, “I get more nervous 
when I ’m watching my choreography. 
It’s out of my hands.” O u t o f the choreog­
raphers hands and into the dancers’ souls 
and bodies as they danced, pranced, 
twirled, and flew.
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Players One-Acts FeaturingTraveling Rooftops &  Magic Boxes
b\ Erin Perry & Victoria dairies
Last night in the S tudent Center An­
nex, Players presented An Evening of 
One-Acts featuring two original plays, 
Imprisinerl by Scott Maccio and Rooftops 
Anr! Other Forms o f Transportation by 
Christopher F. Miguel. Both authors also 
directed their scripts and chose theircasts.
Rooftops anr/ Other Forms o f Transporta­
tion is created by Christopher F. Miguel; 
the Stage Manager is Jenifer Cole; light­
ing crew consists of Kevin Collins, Kari 
G ottm an, M eredith H anderhan, and 
Chrissy Schroers; costum es by Teresa 
DiFabrizio.
Rooftops is set on various rooftops in 
Brooklyn, the New Jersey boonc-docks, 
and California, throughout the life of 24- 
year-old Miranda (Jesse Schappert). She 
tries to find solutions to her problems 
while staring out at constellations which 
her Dad (Sean Hale) showed her, like 
“the big ladle.”
Schappert convincingly portrayed an 
unemployed, single, struggling writer try­
ing to find herself and a direction in life.
I laic humorously m anaged to capture his 
character’s ignorant behaviorand involve­
ment in his daughter’s life.
Following Miranda through her child­
hood and adolescence rooftops, the audi­
ence is enlightened by Liza (Jennifer 
Weaver), a hip, chic, fashion faux-pas, 
who is M iranda’s best friend. Weaver 
credibly pulls off an intelligent brunette 
in dumb blond’s body. Jason Wills plays 
drug-addicted, highly philosophical, 
Deacon, who introduces marijuana and 
I ,SD to Schappert and Weaver. There is 
also Miranda’s poet turned frat boy boy­
friend Kent M anly (Chris Carroll). 
Carroll’s depiction ofa sensitive guy trans­
formed into a beer-guzzling “Greek trag­
edy” is accurate and believable.
The play also deals with the internal 
struggles of M iranda’s life by introduc- 
ingherstepm other Agnes (KayteSicgle). 
Sicglc breathed fire into a typical, wicked 
stepmother stereotype, constantly nag­
ging Miranda about her misguided life, 
complete with a phony British accent. 
While these conflicts are quite serious 
themes of most twenty-something col­
lege graduates, the play is not without 
humor. Jong Dae Kim (Liu Xi Pang) and 
Dan Patak, who plays a myriad of roles, 
including a nostalgic Obi-Wan-Kenobi 
and a “Super Soberman” both add a 
wacky spin to the play.
Imprisinerl, written and directed by
Continued on page 25
Ace Ventura: When Nature Calk, 
A review-proof movie
by John Springrnan
Are Ventura: When Nature Calls is a 
completely review-proof movie. Ifyou’re 
a Jim Carrey fan you’ll love it; ifyou’re too 
uptight to appreciate the comic possibili­
ties of phlegm, you’ll hate it.
As for m e, although I usu­
ally s tand  firmly in th e  
phlegm camp, 1 must adm it that 
I enjoyed this film (Film, get it?). What 
I adm ire about Jim Carrey is that the 
$60 or $90 million he gets per movie 
doesn’t slow his manic inventiveness.
11c doesn ’t try'to be likable orcute as 
Robin Williams is prone to; he sim­
ply dives right in and creates comic 
mayhem, holding back none of his 
body cavities.
T h is  Ace Ventura is far better than the 
first. T here  are no N F L  quarterbacks 
trying to act, nor are there any inane 
gangster sequences. Nature Calls has 
great scenery and inane African tribes­
men sequences; however, none of the 
film was shot in Africa. T h e  opening 
m ountain scene was filmed in British C o­
lumbia, and the rest was done in South 
Carolina and Texas. T h e  story involves 
the kidnapping of a sacred African bat, 
providing a good excuse to use exotic 
African wildlife in the film, including el­
ephants, lions, and zebras.
Director Steve O ederkerk, an old Jim 
Carrey buddy, is smart enough to give us
pure Carrey without annoying subplots. 
T he manic intensity does get to be a bit 
wearing, as in the first Ace Ventura, but he 
provides many good (if simple-minded) 
laughs.
One highlight features 
Ace trapped in a mechani­
cal rhinounderthehotsun. 
Sweating profusely, he 
strips naked before wrig­
gling out of its posterior, 
in full view of a busload 
of tourists. A more subtle 
moment (few moments 
are less sub tle ) has 
Carrey doing his Will- 
r S S S ^ S iam Shatner imperson­
ation on an airplane, 
puffing him self up and 
o v e ren u n c ia tin g  each 
word in the hammer style 
of the erstwhile Captain 
Kirk.
T he ultim atejim  Carrey 
movie would be a comic re­
make of Star Tret: The Wrath 
o f Khan with Carrey playing both the 
Shatner and Ricardo Montalban roles. 
Note to studio executives: If you make 
it, they will come. And I want a piece of 
it.
I enjoyed Ace Ventura: When Nature 
Calls and heartily recommend it for the 
sophisticated viewer. 1 give it a B+.
Fun To Be Had Around
And About Campus...
voluptuous!!!
Thursday, December 7
“Say Ah” at MSU’s Art 
Gallery, Life Hall 
Artists' open forum 
3-4 p.m. Reception will 
folIow4-6p.m.
F r i d a y ,
December 8 
Players 
presents 
An Evening 
of One-Acts 
featuring 
Imprismed &
Rooftops And 
Other Forms of 
Transportation - 8 
p.m.
Student Center Annex, 
Rm. 126 Students $2, 
Non-Students $3
Sunday, December 10
Poetry at Babyland 
Featured Readers 
81 Ave. A between 
5 & 6 Sts., NYC
Monday, December 
11
Tex & Cindy’s 
Casablanca’s 
Live music, fea­
tured
poets & artists 
474 River Drive, 
Garfield
Tuesday, December 12
Poetry Tuesdays! 
at Maxwell’s, featuring: 
Joy Thompson 
1039 Washington St., 
Hoboken
Saturday, December 9
Dancing at Lughnasa 
Studio Theatre 8 p.m.
Call the boxoffice at 
(201) 655-5112 for more 
information
Wednesday, December 13
American 
Repertory Ballet’s 
The Nutcracker - 6:30 p.m. 
Memorial Auditorium
Confused, Clueless, Need More Information??? Contact Victoria & Erin at x 5169
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Montclair A rt Museum, QuJstamüngœl in a  sleepy suburb
by Jodi Kastel
It may not be as impressive as The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art or T h e  Mu­
seum of M odern Art, but T h e  Montclair 
Art Museum has an outstanding collection 
for a small m useum  in a sleepy little sub­
urb. Four separate exhibits are being fea­
tured, most until the end of January.
Upon en tering  the m useum , the first 
exhibit that I encountered was entitled, 
“Empty Dress: Clothing as Surrogate in 
Recent Art.” T h is exhibit was organized 
and circulated by guest curator Nina Felshin 
of the IndependentCurators Incorporated, 
New York. It features mixed-media works, 
photographs, and sculptures by 29 artists 
from the U.S., Canada, and E urope explor­
ing issues o f psychological, cultural, and 
sexual identity.
Some featured artists include Joseph 
Beuys, Sarah Charlesworth, Lesley Dill, 
Barbara Kruger, Judith Shea, and Cindy 
Sherman. T h e  works arc visually impres­
sive. Artist Elise Siegal states, “Clothingis 
about who we think we are and how we 
choose to represent ourselves. It is about 
how we are seen and culturally defined.” 
Each piece takes fashion to a new, original 
step. The exhibit will be at the museum 
until the end of December.
“Framing the Future: R ecent Acquisi­
tions” features newly acquired works. Since 
space at the small museum is limited, a 
rotation of sorts is needed to be able to 
display as m uch of the collection as pos­
sible.
T h is  exhibit is housed upstairs in the 
Rand Gallery and centers on American 
and Native American art. My favorites 
include Dottie A ttie’s Comingfrom a  City,
Oscar Howe, Sioux War Dance, n.d.
Edward Willis Redfield’s The Red Barn, 
R o b e r t S ta c k h o u se ’s Approaching  
H.. M.S.Q.AL, Marion 1 leld’s Black Diptych, 
Robert Longo’s Men in the Cities (Cindy), 
and mymostfavorite, John Nicto’sYV/Y7/6? 
Dance. This exhibit will be on display 
until March 17, 1996.
“Proud Heritage” also features N a­
tive American art. Runningthrough Janu­
ary 14, this exhibit is a commemoration of 
William T . Evans dedication to American 
art. In 1909 as President o f the Municipal
Art Commission, Evans announced his 
intention to present “thirty or more meri­
torious paintings by American artists of 
established reputation, as a nucleus for a 
Public Gallery of Art in his hometown of 
Montclair. T h is  exhibit includes Robert 
Motherwell’s Sea at Biarritz and Kathy 
Caraccio’s Rosy-Fingered Dawn, as well as
works by Raphael Soyer, John Marin, and 
John Singleton Copley.
T h e  fourth, final, and my favorite ex­
hibit is “Varied Visions.” This exhibit 
also focuses on N ative American art. This 
collection is bright, brilliant, and exciting. 
It also includes works by Caucasian artists 
depicting their first impressions of the 
Native Americans and theirculture. T hey  
regarded the American Indians as roman­
tic, tragic, changing, and sought to record 
the beauty and honor of thcirslowly dying 
heritage. Myfavorites includeCarl Moon’s 
Street in Santa Clara, Thomas C ole’s A 
View o f the H udson, based on Jam es 
Fenimore Cooper’s novel The Last o f the 
Mohicans, FritzScholder’s Hollywood In­
dian, Oscar I low e’s Sioux War Dance, and 
John Nieto’s Archer with Santa Fe Moon.
T he Montclair Museum, though small, 
has an outstanding body of works featur­
ing turn-of-the-century works to the 
present. T hrough D ecem ber 10, the 
m useum  will also he displaying portions 
of the Names Project AIDS Memorial 
Quilt. Exhibitions opening in January in­
clude Kachina Dolls, American Sculpture 
from  the Collection, and NJ Save Outdoor 
Sculpture!: Photographs by Douglas Pederson.
T h e  Montclair Art Museum is located 
on the corner of Bloomfield Ave. and 
South Mountain Ave., and is open every­
day except M onday and major holidays. 
Admission is only $3 with a school 1D, $4 
without. For m ore information, call 746- 
5555.
Goldeneye Review: 007 
Shaken not Stirred
by John Springman
Goldeneye features daring action se­
quences, lush scenery, classic villains (com­
plete with bogus accents), an appropriately 
cheesy them e song (sung by T in a  Turner) 
and the likeab le  Pierce 
Brosnan as 007. What it 
lacks is originality and true 
inspiration in any way, shape or 
form. The special effects and the 
treasured inclusion of every Bond 
cliche can’t h ide the fact that the hero 
is not of this age. James Bond belongs 
to the time of the October missile crisis, 
backyard bom b shelters, cabinet-style 
TVs, British invasion rock and roll, and 
the insufferable “Playboy Philosophy.” 
T he formula is as dated as any Betty 
Boop cartoon of the 30’s or Monkees 
episode of the  60’s.
I say this w ith regret, not glee;
007 has provided some fun m om ents, but 
British rock has held up far better. Golden­
eye gives us renegade Russians and Cubans 
operatinga space-based weapon from high- 
tech bunkers complete with rows of com­
puter workstations and Sony Trinitron 
monitors. I t’s a fantasy that wotdd pass 
during the Cold War, but not in a time
22
w hen Cuba doesn’t have enough gas to 
fill a Yugo.
I like Pierce Brosnan, but I’m disap­
pointed in his James Bond. He’s simply 
a good-lookingguy in a tux going through 
the m otions in exotic loca­
tions. Partly it’s the script; 
he re c ite s  several l i mp 
entendres and the “Bond, 
James Bond” and “shaken, not 
stirred” clichés early on, but lie’s 
never given anything to connect 
him  to the audience. The script also 
follows the Classic Rule of Action C in­
em a, which states: T h e  hero can be 
captured repeatedly by the villain, bu t 
is always lectured and let in on the 
secret plan, rather than simply being 
shot.
For the next Bond movie, I 
propose the deadliest Bond foe 
of all — myself. I figure it would take 
about twenty m inutes for him to fall in 
the clutches of my henchmen, at which 
point I’d calmly shoot him, putting this 
series to a well-deserved and overdue 
rest. I Ionestly, I wish they could update 
and refresh the character of James Bond. 
Goldeneye, C-
fei & Xr 6tè
MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES
Department O f Broadcasting, Speech Communication, 
Dance And Theatre
Brian Friel's
DANCING AT LUGHNASA
November 30, December 1, 2, 7, 8, 9 at 8 pm 
December 3 & 8 at 2 pm
ST U D IO  T H E A T R E
Call (2 0 1 )6 5 5 -5 1 1 2  for reservations
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DECEMBER
Campus P a p e rb a c k  Bestsellers
1. The Calvin And Motobaa Tondi Annlvoraary Book,
by Bill Watterson (Andrews & McMm I, $14.95.) Cartoons.
2. Th# Stone Diartee, by Carol Shields. (Penguin, $10.95.) 
A woman’s life from childhood through old age
3. Doni Stand Too Clooo To A Naked Man, by Tim Allen
(Hyperion, $5.99.) Mediations on life.
4. Snow FaHIng On Cedara, by David Guterson. (Vintage, $12.00.) 
A trial leads to memories of Japanese-American internment.
5. The Anatomy Coloring Book, by Wynn Kaptt and Lawrence M. 
Bson. (HarperCoHins, $16.00.) An easy way to learn about anatomy.
6. Chickan Soup For The Soul, by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor 
Hansen (Health Communicabone, $12.00.) Stories for heart & spirit.
7. Dark Rivera Of The Heart, by Dean Koontz (Ballantine, $7.99.) 
A couple flees from a powerful Government agency.
8 The Hot Zone, by Richard Preston. (Anchor/Doubleday, $6.99.) 
Combating a deadly virus.
9. The Seven Habits Of Highly Effective People, by Stephen R. 
Covey. (Fireside, $12.00.) Guide to personal fulfillment.
10. How To Make An American Quilt, by Whitney Otto (Baiatine 
$6.99.) Reminiscences of a quilting circle in a small town.
Conptodby the Draw»of febea*
New G Recommended
Hidden Jewel, by V.C. Andrews. (Pocket, $6.99) The eagerly 
awaited fourth novel in the thrilling Landry family series.
Help Wanted Angell, by Annette Broadrick, Christine Rimmer and 
Justine Davis. (Silhouette, $5.99.) A delightful collection o( three 
stories featuring the ever-popular theme of angels and romance.
No More Frogs To Kiss, by Joiine Godfrey. (HarperBusiness, 
$12.00.) A practical and inspirational guide for helping the girls of 
today become the economically empowered women of tomorrow.
AM O C U TtO * o r A «"C A M  m aU aH EM M U TK M A L ASSOCIATION O f C O U M C  «T O M «
Continued from page 23
Scott Maccio; the Stage Manager is Jenni­
fer Tnrrisi; lighting crew consists of Kari 
Gottman and Chrissv Schroers and fea­
tures the C ostum e M istress, Teresa 
DiFabrizio.
I  m prismes/, a short production based on 
the Greek classic, Pandora's Box, is a mod­
ern tale of good versus evil. Pandora 
(Stcfanie Cummings), the first woman on 
earth created by the Gods with curiosity 
and deceit, struggled to find out who she 
was.
Several characters tried  to help 
Cummingsalongthe way including Benito 
(Ian Penny), dressed in black, and Karla 
(Alicia Williams) dressed in red repre­
senting evil vanity and temptation. Sean 
Hale played Eros the orange mailman, 
looking for Cummings to deliver a mes­
sage that Adam (Garry Doxy) was her 
husband. Doxy ran around half naked 
wearing a suede skirt and hearing native 
weapons and shields. Gloria (Marlaina 
DiPasquale) tem pted Cum m ings into 
opening the forbidden “magic” box that 
resembled a television.
Both One-Acts were superb and thor­
oughly entertaining. Both casts, compa­
nies, and writers showed original thought 
and creativity that deserved a standing 
ovation.
Hey you, yes 
you, read the by­
lines. The Arts 
Section desper­
ately needs writ­
ers. Erin and I are 
tired of reviewing 
shows. If you are 
at all interested in 
writing anything 
about the 
Arts...come on 
down to the 
clarion\ We need 
your support.
attention
vs the most fun you 
have with your clothes on!
T H E
G O R D O
S H O W
• complimentary refreshments
Transportation Is Huailable for Groups o f 20 or more!
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S p u m o u r
A MERGER OF 2 GREAT MINDS: Boi! CZEGILOWICZ & J0 I IN  J .  O'SlILEVAIN
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Buy one  
M acD eer™  
Sandw ich, 
get
144,345,021 
m ore fo r  
free!
J
'Coming
DISCLAIMER S COUPON IS GOOD
FOR ABSOLUTELY NOTHING IF YOU 
GO DOWN TO YOUR LOCAl 
DONALDS '. Th e  WORKERS will 
0 0 NOTHING BUT STARE AT YOU. ASIF 
YOU HAD 3 HEADS IT IS A JOKE. A 
FARCE A CREATIVE WASTE OF SPACE 
ANDTIME DlDWE MENTION THAT THIS 
IS A JOKE’  JUST WANTED TO MAKE 
SURE WE CERTAINLY HOPE YOU GOT 
ME MINT,YOU DAMN MORON'TH . '.......""
loon Hen™ Mil™ indMacloslllilier™sindwichesll
__________ ____________
Buy one  
M acD eer™  I 
Sandw ich, j 
get a 
garbage  
bag of 
MacFries™  | 
for free!
DISCLAIMER: NEED WE HAVE TO SAY 
THE SAME DAMN THING” ’  I GUESS 
SO OKAY. HERE IT GOES TmiS 
MADE uP ALRIGHT’  SOOO GUESS 
WHAT”  THIS DAMN COUPON IS 
WORTH ABSOLUTELY NOTHING 
NOTHIN ' DON T GIVE IT TO SOME 
FAST FOOO WORKER, ANDCERTAINLY 
DON TASK IF YOU CAN GET A'BAMBi 
BURGER' THAT IS JUST 
j  j ’ ASTELESS UNCOUTH BASTARD
J
z
?
£
3
£
a C a lv in  and H o b b e s by Bill Watterson
I **** I SMOUV.D‘VE. Thrown THAT SNOWBALL---- S^OONER* ,____-
tty
„ m3
C a lv in  and H o b b e s
SaNta.
Mi. VVs HE. CqLviM.
I  Ma VE BEEN fcXTftfcKfcL'l 
Good* TMi*i TEaR.
by Bill Watterson
OW'OJSL'f. '(ODRE HOPING SAW A 
'NONI RCAD TUE LONG, V*lME PRINT 
DISCLOSURE IN tUE V-OOTNGTF
C a lv in  a n d  H o b b e s by Bill Watterson
Dtuft SaNlta,
miS'lEQR. PLEASE BE^ R iM 
MiNd TUat L SWoul.4 PftfciuMtd 
• N M o f E M t  U N t - i L  P R O V E N  
G u i L t Y
Also. I  wouLcl ENcoufca&fc 
ïou *0 iNTERpREt REoSoNaBLE 
douBt" as BRoadLN 
POSSIBLE
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
TEAM. UV£ SANTAS DERANGED EVIL SANTA WOOLO GWE All 
T\aE DanSERDUS, ANNOYING, 
AND CORRUPTING IC«S 
'fouR PARENTS WONT ALLOW.'
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
DEaR Santa 
BEfoRE I  SuBMit MY 
ItPE TO TodR HoRaL 
SCRutiftt, t  dEMuNd To 
V.N0VI vlHo Madt V£}/ TRE 
HuStfcR of M'f Fqtfc ?f
tlMo aRE Yq (J -to OatStloN 
j Ml BEMaViOR. HUH ?.??
: wuat gives vou the riciuM
SANTA MAKES TNE iÇffS. SD 
ME GETS TO DECADE VtMO 
TO GtVE THEM TO _
TIME TO \  
PREPARE VH \ 
APPEU.ATE CASE f
Calvin and Hobbes
I SEE YOU. CALVIN. AND 
TOUT) SETTER NOT THROW
that snowball: I'M
MAILING A LETTER TO j 
SANTA RIGHT NOW.' /
IS m  EMEUtfE. ^  
AlREADT SEALED*
S Î “ 7  TES. BAIT 1 '  
COULD WRUE
^ _ ___  ft f>S OH
Do YOU T  As A MATTER 
HATE A OT PART I  DO/
J i L  J Q g
c ^ j L
UC BACK
by Bill Watterson
I ’Ll BET WES BLUFFING. 
But this isn't the time 
o r YEAR TO TEMPT EME
I
a
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C ombination C rossword/ S pill P icker Upper
ACROSS supper abbr. seaport heroine 88 Head ot
1 Domino or 52 RABBIT 98 Aria, eg. 3 Garr or 45 Tropical treat France?
Waller 58 Carve a 99 Dug in Hatcher 47 Shah Jahan's 89 Olympic
S Eban ot canyon 100 Louts 4 Noncoms city warmonger
Israel 59 Cold-war 103 Shocking 5 USN rank 49 'Lorna —" 91 Cucumbedlke
9 Discourage assn swimmers 6 Rapturous 50 Haskell or 93 Second-hand
affection? 60 Horalian (orm 106 Electra's 7 Playwright Munster 94 Neighbor ot
13 Pari ola 61 Records brother Henley 51 — a beet Hungary
podal victory al 109 COW $ Grale stuff 53 Yen 95 Folk tail?
17 Notion sea? 114 Actress Miles 9 Draft org. 54 Actress Stark 101 Feudal
18 “Disco Duck" 63 Peculiar 115 Onassis' 10 Envelope 55 Printing territories
singer Rick 64 Egg plant? nickname end. process 102 Layers
19 Houston 67 From—Z 116 Pianist Peter 11 Bellowing 56 Affectionate 104 Director
athletes 66 Photo session 117 Pound the 12 Reline 57 Searches for Sergio
21 Petiograd 69 Peeples of podium 13 Hwy. truttles 105 Actress Mia
potentate "Famo" 119 Homeric intersection 62 Spanish 107 “Clinton’s
22 BEAVER 70 Cantata work 14 Blue hue etcher Ditch"
25 Yellowlin, composer 123 Sharp taste 15 Lescaut" 65 “This round's 108 Yellowish
lor one 73 BUFFALO 125 SEAL 16 Acts like an - r 109 Deadly
26 Architect 76 Tun throw­ 129 Blue hue ass? 66 Minnie of 110 Bloke from
Jones aways 130 “Remington 19 Site tor a “Hee Haw" Basra
27 Yonder 77 Untouched —" light 68 Descendants 111 Nobelist
28 “You - serve 131 Muse with a 20 Actress 70 Sewing Pauling
heard nothin’ 76 Fred Astaire's scroll Berger instruction 112 Rinsed oil
yotl'' birthplace 132 Writer Wlster 23 Knight time? 71 It gels the car
30 Trigger- 79 Sundial 133 Shopping 24 Actor Stoltz squitreled 113 Do the hustle
happy guy? numeral memoran­ 29 Most concise away 118 Reveal
31 Palindrome 80 Rich niche dum 32 “Vogue" 72 Composer 120 Hawkeye
pari 62 Sea plea 134 Arkln of competitor Franck State
33 CAT 83 Dynamic “Chicago 34 “— Under 74 Crane's cry 121 Peak
37 Reflexive beginning Hope" Fire" 75 Fuzzy fruit 122 Say it isn't so
pronoun 84 Like a draw 13S Cavalry 35 Emulate 76 Arrive at a 124 Gangster's
40 Funny (allow 86 Jamaican characteristic Perry While conclusion? gun
4t — Krishna cultist 136 Like some 36 Swerve 78 Illinois city 128 Japanese
42 Tablet 90 Use a harrier buildup 37 Artistic output 61 Part ot TGIF export
43 Speech 92 MULE DOWN 38 Spine start 84 Big name at 127 “Nightmare''
problem 96 Join up 1 Pacific 39 Snorn’s Indy street
46 Pitch In 97 Letter archipelago stories 85 —DinhDiem 128 Max —
48 Ceremonial addenda: 2 Yemeni 44 Haggard 87 Petty clash? Sydow
A nswers are on page 28. 
Personals are on page 30.
M y C hrismas list is on page 92. 
M y cat 's favorite recipe is on page tt.
Ç ^ T J I Z r
bv Rich Dalun
Day In, Day Out
Directions: Listed below arc 25 pop culture items with days of the week in their names. Name them all.
1. Mamas and Papas song
2. Lead character in Dragnet
3. Bay City Rollers song
4. Jodie Foster movie
5. Spanky and Our Gang song (2 answers)
6. Movie featuring Donna Summer hit 
“Last Dance"
7. Easybeats song
8. A¿dams Family character
9. Rolling Stones song
10. Movie series with hockey mask-wearing 
villain
11. Fleetwood Mac song
12. Movie about whirlwind tour of Europe
13. Song by Chicago
14. Sang “Voices Carry”
15. Carpenters song
16. Jane Fonda movie
17. Morphine song featured in Spanking the 
Monkey
18. Melanie Griffith/Sting movie
19. Bangles song written by Prince
20. John Travolta movie
21. U2 song
22. Walter Matthau/Jill Clayburgh movie
23. Morrissey song
24. Movie directed by Billy Crystal
25. Star of Pretty Poison
T H U N D E R S T O R M S
D M J H E B Y V T Q O L I G D
B Y w T R P M K 1 F D B Y W U
S Q c O M K I F D B Z X W U S
R s o Q O S N L D L J H F D C
A E(JT I G H T N I N |Y W V T
S O D E S N R S M A I P N L K
I H F N E D I E U R H w F E C
B Z R L U T O N M G O Y W V U
D u O L c H S O R M R T Q P N
M I N I A R T L L A U O S L J
V I T S A C E R O F W S H F E
Find the listed words in the diagram. Th e y  run in 
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and 
diagonally.
Cloud Gusts
Cold front Lightning
Roods Rain
Forecast Sleet
125
Squall Violent
Storm Warning
Summer Wind
Thunder
MONTCLARION
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¿ e tte n , t*  S**t& z jfe ^
In th e  holiday season , Santa recieves m any le tte rs  from a ro u n d  the 
w o rld . Many o f th em n  are m oreo rless  like o r d e r  forms, o th e rs  really 
d o n 't  help  us in p ick ing  out g ifts . As a pub lic  service, he re  is a sam ple 
o f  som e of the  m o re  eccentric  le tte rs  that S a n ta  recieved th is  years, as 
exam ples of w h a t NOT to w rite to  Santa; he has m any  letters to  read, and 
th e  sim pler, th e  b e tte r .
Thank you ,
North Pole Postal System
(Our m o tto : We a re n 't  d isg ru n tled ...y e t.)
D ear Santa,
Hi Santa, Jo h n  here. I’d like to  th an k  you  for th e  A tari 2600  
c a rtrid g es  th a t  I got last y e a r. I am still p lay ing  Yars Revenge; I 
th in k  tha t m y eyes have fallen  ou t from  s ta r in g  at m y screen  fo r so 
long. I know th a t  I have been  p re tty  good, I supposed , th is  y ear and  
th e  year before. W hich b rin g s  me to m y question...W HY DIDN’T ’ I 
GET THE DAMN HOMECOMING KING THING???? I m ean , it w ould 
have been easier to  ensure  m y election as H om ecom ing King th an  to 
f in d  Atari C artridges . T h a t’s it Santa, I’m c o n v e rtin g  to  Z o ro astri­
an ism . I know th a t  you c a n ’t ru in  ho lidays in th a t relig ion . T hanks 
a lo t for dec im ating  my h o lid ay  wishes.
I hope Rudolph poops on your foot.
John J. O ’Sullivan
D ear Santa,
Hi, how  are you? W ell, I have b e e n  b e tte r  th a n  I was last y ea r; i t ’s kind 
o f h a rd  in my fie ld . I’ve been try in g  to get b e tte r ,  instead o f 536  tricks 
la s t year, I’ve o n ly  had  to pu ll 323  this year. You know ...getting  paid 
fo r be ing  laid; I guess  th a t’s th e  nam e of the  gam e. For C h ristm as this 
y e a r , I’d like a n o th e r  10 y e a r  su p p ly  of condom s; I’m s ta r tin g  to run 
low, an d  now adays, I kind of n e e d  them . O h ...and  I’d also like a really 
n ice  thong, an d  p e rh ap s  even a new set o f headlights. A nd a new 
co m p u te r, with lo ts of RAM, an d  a Pentium™ Processor; my Com m odore 
64™ just isn’t c u tt in g  it anym ore .
Thanks!
Trixie H o tp a n ts
PS C om edow n m y chim ney th is; I have a su rp rise  for you. Ho! Ho! Ho! 
PPS T hank you fo r having the  Republican N ational C onvention in New 
York. I asked fo r th a t  a coup le  o f years ago, a n d  thanks fo r all of the 
m o n ey  tha t I will see  in the fu tu re .
D ear Santa,
Yo’, how  are ya d o in ’? Listen S an ta , this is w h a t 1 want, see? I w ant a 
doll for my kid, a b o n e  for my dog  Sinatra, a n d  th e  control o f all of New 
Y ork’s crim e sy n d ic a te s . Oh, a n d  a really n ice  p ink ie  ring. A nd  if you 
d o n ’t deliver...w ell, it would be  a real sham e o f your p lace got, you 
know , broken. T h o se  elves m u s t be really h a rd  to  replace, an d  those 
re in d e e r , it w ou ld  be a loss if  th e y  got tu rn e d  in to  MacDeer™ sand­
w ich es.
Thank y o u  Santa, and d o n ’t cross me.
Nicky Eyes
From Half C ourt T o T he O val Office
by Tom Boud
Bill B radley  is th e  choice for th e  white house i n ‘96! So w h a t if h e ’s 
c u rre n tly  not in te re s te d  in ru n n in g ?  A ccord ing  to the la te s t  Time 
M agazine poll, 2 0 0  percent o f all A m ericans a n d  300 p e rc e n t of all 
New Jerseyans w o u ld  vote fo r h im  for p re s id e n t. As s ta ted  in  the 
Nov. 32 issue o f  Time, B rad ley ’s charism a is so pow erfu l that 
p o litic a n s  from  th e  P leiades C lu s te r reg u la rly  visit him  a n d  his 
n a m e  is known ev en  in the W hirlpoo l Galaxy som e 300 m illion  light 
y e a rs  away. T he a rtic le  also sa id  th a t  400 p e rc e n t of A m ericans and 
th a t  500 p e rc e n t o f New Je rse y a n s  im m edia te ly  recognized  his 
n am e . So let’s h av e  a roll call v o te  for THE TEN BEST WAYS TO GET 
BRADLEY ELECTED PRESIDENT! Drum  ro ll, Bill! (D rrr rr r rr rr ! !)
10 .G et the MSU s p o rts  e s tab lish m en t to help o u t  by  putting B rad ley’s 
n a m e  on a 200 -foo t floating basketball.
9. Boost B radley’s in te rn a tio n a l im age with an  ich bin auch Berliner 
sp e e c h . (“I am a lso  a B erliner” Man! He’ll e a sily  top JFK w ith  help 
fro m  wife E rn estin e  who sp e ak s  fluent D eutsch)
8. D iscred it C lin to n  by getting  a team  of investiga to rs  to p ro v e  that 
he  choked and d id  inhale.
7. Let Bradley ta k e  his cam paign  to the b ask e tb a ll cou rts  w ith a 
“re a d  my h ip s” p ledge.
6. W hy not have Bradley go b a rn sto rm in g  by  th e  name, “M ontclair 
H e ig h ts  S w isher?”
5. H ire a “roads sc h o la r” to co o rd in a te  cam paign  appearances.
4. Call ou t the A ir Force and c a rp e t  bom b th e  n a tio n  with cop ies of 
B radley 's upcom ing  new book.
3. T ra in  all B rad ley  cam paign  w orkers to se d u ce  voters w ith  the 
honeysw eet accen t o f MSU F rench  Professor M adeleine Sergent.
EX: Eet ees ah goood  zing too vo h t for Bhradlee!
2. B olster w a rc h es t by hav ing  B radley’s w ife Ernestine sp o n so r 
w eek ly  bock b e e r  a n d  sch n ap p s d rink ing  com petitions.
AND NOW FOR THE BEST WAY TO GET BRADLEY ELECTED PRESI­
DENT!!
1. C hallenge all p res id en tia l h o p e fu ls  to a foul shot com petition!
D ear Santa,
You are  really  c ru e l, a re n ’t you? The o n ly  th ing  th a t  I ask  fo r is a 
d am n  cure for m y city ’s woes, an d  what do  you  do? You m ake me kill 
m y dam n father, and  my m other...I d o n ’t even w ant to  th ink  abou t 
th a t, you tw isted  bastard . Oh, an d  thanks fo r having m e rip  my eyes 
o u t. You are rea lly  sick. I hope  th a t you a n d  your d am n  po in ty  e a r 
freaky  elves a re  rea lly  getting  a kick ou t o f th is. I hope th a t  you have 
to  deliver toys to  Jeffrey  D ahm er and  tha t...w ait, LIE’S DEAD!! 
ArRRRgggHHH! YOU THINK OF EVERYTHING!!!
With m uch  love, you  w hite ha ired , soot covered  bastard! 
OF Swollen Foot
PS Jo c a s ta  says hi...wait...SF!E’S DEAD TOO!!??!?!?!?
Vour/^^z/Horoscope
byRubyWyritìt lo
A.A  B. P-certifiedAstrologer
A ries: (Mar. 21- Apr. 19) A fter 
you splinter your fem ur in a 
Burger Chef, you’ll understand 
rh e  im p o r ta n c e  o f  n o t  
breakdancing on  rubles.
T aurus: (Apr. 20 -M ay  20) T here 's 
no easy way to  m en d  a broken 
heart, so d rink  c h e a p  cognac till 
you go blind.
G em ini: (May 2 1 -June ¿1) You’ll 
receive an im p o rtan t message 
w ritten on a ba th ro o m  stall. It 
b eg ins “H e re  l s i t /B ro k e n -  
hearted.
C ancer: (June 22—July 22) T h e  
phases o f  the  m oon  suggest th a t 
a phone call from  Night Court's 
M arkie Post will chan g e  the  way 
you store flour.
Leo: (July 23- Aug. 22) It may be 
unfashionable ro w ear fur, bur 
there ’s nothing m ore stylish than 
a necklace of squirrel heads.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Put your­
self and the hom eless o n  equal 
footing. Burn do w n  your house 
so they may have w arm th.
L ibra: (Sept. 23-O ct- 23) You will 
astound friends an ti neighbors 
w ith  your fragrant flatu lence.
Scorpio: (O ct. 24—Nov. 21) Tim e 
to  restru c tu re  your portfo lio . 
S in k  every th ing  you’ve got in to  
gim cracks and knick-knacks.
S ag itta riu s: (N ov. 22—Dec. 21) 
Because you’re th e  sign o f  T h e  
H u n te r ,  you  m u s t  slay  th e  
dreaded  M ud S erp en t. S tand  by 
for instructions from  Zeus.
C apricorn: (Dec. 22—Jan. 19) Trace 
th e  p a tte rn  o f  S a tu rn  th is week, 
an d  by Sunday you 'll have a p ic ­
tu re  o f  a cu te  doggy.
A quarius: (Jan. 2 0  Feb. 18) D is­
ta n t  vibrations from  the  G alaxy 
o f  O zik conclude th a t an  espe­
cially  delicious slice o f  m ince 
p ie  will cause you to  h a lluc inate  
Ibsen plays.
P isces: (Feb. 19-M ar. 20) You 
th in k  you’re special? H ere’s a 
lesson in hum ility: D espite his 
friendliness, Popeyc isn ’t even  
rem otely  aware o f  y o u r  ex is t­
ence .
M s . W yner-Io’s lifelong battle with 
the bottle wiU be depicted on ABC 's 
M ovie o f the W eek. D o n ’t miss it! 
'O 1995 by Onion Features Syndicate
A nsw ers to S u p e r  C rossw ord
C U L T U R A L  IDIOCY QU IZ A N SW ER S
1. "M onday, M onday"
2. Joe Friday
3. "Saturday N ig h t”
4. Freaky Friday
5. "Sunday W ill N ever Be T he Sam e" or
"Sunday M o m in ’”
6. Thank God, I t’s Friday
7. “Friday O n My M in d ”
8. W ednesday
9. “Ruby Tuesday"
10. Friday the 13th
I 1. "M onday M o rn in g ”
12. I f  It's Tuesday, This Must Be Belgium
13. "S atu rday  In T he Park”
14- T il Tuesday
15. “R ainy  Days and M ondays”
16. Any W ednesday
17. “T hursday"
18. Stormy Monday
19. “M anic  M onday”
20. Saturday Night Fever
2 1. "Sunday, Bloody Sunday"
22. First M onday In October
23. “Everyday Is Like Sunday" 
24- M r. Saturday Night
25. T uesday  W eld
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I Iclp wanted: P /T  custom er service/ 
support positions. Phone skills & 
com puter literacy required. In ternet 
know ledge a plus. Send resum e; 
Crusoe Communications, 387 Passaic 
Ave., Fairfield, NJ 07004, or e-mail; 
em ploym erit@ crusoe.net.
Childcare: Responsible, personable 
non-sm okingstudenttoP /U  and care 
for seven year old boy at M ontclair 
H om e 1 or 2 days PVV, VV/F 5-9pm. 
Car. good driving record required. 
Call: 783-7517.
“M usicPIay” Instructors w anted for 
early childhood MusicPIay program 
in Param us. M ust enjoy s in g in ’, 
W igglin’ and M usicFun! P /T / Flex- 
ible hours, unlim ited $$. M ust have 
dependable car. Call (201) 944-1166.
P /T /h e lp  w anted. Coupon m erchan­
diser to hand-out coupons at local 
retailers and service providers in the 
Param us area. M ust have d ep en d ­
able car and pleasant personality. 
Earn $$$$. Call (201) 944-1166.
Relationship difficulties? Anxiety? 
Depression? F eel blocked in achiev­
ing success? Experiencing difficulty 
adjusting to college? Receive help 
from a professional counselor. C on­
fidential. Call Sue W aldman, M.A. 
U pper M ontclair Plaza. 744-4379.
M anagem ent T rainees. Start your 
career now at H it or Miss. T h e  dy­
nam ic w om en’s off-price apparel 
store is searching for energetic, ser­
vice oriented individuals. C om peti­
tive salary and benefits. Full and 
part-tim e. Positions available. Call 
908-859-2925 or fax resum es 908- 
859-0894. E .O .E .
Services: In te rnationa l S tu d e n ts -  
Visitors DV-1 Greencard Program 
available. T e l: 1-800-660-7167 &  
(818) 772-7168.
Responsible after-school baby-sitter 
needed  for boy, 9, girl, 6. M on-W ed, 
3:30-6:00 at upper Montclair house, 
starting  January. Experience, refer­
ences, transportation required. 744- 
5829, leave m essage.
B A R T E N D . A delphi Bartenders 1- 
800-328-1001 Im m ed. training to get 
you to work fast!!! F T /P T  work avail­
able.
Scholarships D irectory. Send $19 
check/M .O . payable to N ew  Era 
20231 Stagg, W innetka, CA 91306.
SKI & SNOWBC)A R13. Winter break 
& Spring break '96. Intercollegiate 
Ski W eeks, Only $219. Includes: 5 
D ay lift ticket, 5 nights lodging 
( l uxur y condo) /5 days O rfo rd , 
C anada (Just across the V erm ont 
Border) Group L eader/ Rep. D is­
counts. Call Ski Travel Unlimited. 
1-800-999-SKI-9.
A C O L O N IA L  HO U SE. T h re e -  
m inu te  walking distance (just across 
s tree t from cam pus) $380 (sm) or 
$520 (Ig) U tility  included. N on- 
sm okers. Upper Montclair, nice & 
qu ie t area. Available Jan. 1, 1996. 
Call at 655-7519 (Leave message).
Fem ale student w anted: free room/ 
board and parkingspacc in Montclair 
area off Valley Road in exchange for 
supervision of 10 year old after school. 
Call Fatiha M akioufi (201)655-1264 
or (212) 442-6048 (Day).
N ow  Hiring experienced waiters, 
waitresses and Live Cooks. Apply in 
person . Clover lea f Tavern. 395 
Bloomfield Ave., Caldwell, NJ 07006.
E xperienced , w arm , responsib le  
baby-sitter for happy, active toddler. 
F ifteen  hours a w eek, reliably; at my 
home. Mornings. 505-1459.
SPR IN G  BREAK '96. Cancún, Ba­
hamas, & Florida. Parties, sight-see­
ing, and more!!! For Spring Break or 
C am pus Rep Info, call Vagabond 
T ours (8000 700-0790.
U pper Montclair. Furnished room- 
for m ale or female college s tu d e n t-1 
1/4 m iles from cam pus. Near bus 
stop. Kitchen privileges, parking, 
non-smoker. Available Jan. 2, 1996. 
Call 746-1340 after 4 pm.
Responsible and caring baby-sitter 
w anted for 2 children. Some Sat. 
nights and occasional afterschool. 
Also live-in while we take a spring 
vacation. Will w ork around your 
schedule. Must drive. 744-5233.
Ski} SlMfttar«!
IHT£RC01L£GIATC SHI WSSHS 96
W lntarbraak (Jan)  41 Sprlngbraak
Campus Reps 
Needed
*  FREE Trift *  CASH
* Nfvw Ski Si S*owWoJr^
' Call today fo r m o re  Inform ation  
SÂJ lYmvwl Unltmttmd
w w w .sk itra  vel. com
SONY THEATRES
WAYNE 8
-NOWHIRING-
ALL THEATRE POSITONS
WE OFFER: Competitive Salaries 
S 6.00 TO START -  S6.50 o o  d a y s i
Sales Commission Bonuses
T U I T I O N  A S S I S T A N C E
Free Movies Flexible Flours 
Drug Free Environment
APPLY IN PERSON AT THE THEATRE
67 WILLOWBROOK BLVD 
(BEHIND THE WILLOWBROOK MALL)
201-890-0508
E.O.E.
PART-TIME; 
JO BS
AVAILABLE AS
PACKAGE HANDLERS
Load and unload vans 
—  Sunday through Thursday —  
Midnight shift 1 AM - 6 AM
$ 7 .5 0 /h r .  to start * 9 /h r .  after 90 days
Opportunities for advancement into part-time management positions 
and career opportunities in operations, sales... following graduation.
Call or apply in person between 10 AM - 4 PM at the terminal nearest you.
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.
19 Daniel Road _ Falrfeld, NJ 07006
201-882-6629
R t. 4 6  W  to  Passaic Avo. E xit. M ake le ft o ff E xit. Go tw o b lo cks make rig h t on to
69 Route 17 South Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604
201-288-7498
D ire c tly  behind A llied  O ffic e  Supply.
E O /A A E
ROADWAY P A C KA G E SYSTEM
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Red Hawks lose to Springfield, 70-57, in Dial final
by Nick Gantaifts
T he MSU women’s basketball team 
failed to retain their title last weekend at 
the 17th annual Dial Soap Classic, as they 
dropped a 70-57 decision to Springfield 
College.
MSU (4-5, 3-0 NJAC) defeated St. 
Mary’s 65-49 in the first round of the 
tournam ent as I Icidi Klingert (Linwood) 
and W ykemia Kelley (Paterson) paced 
the Red I lawks to victory'. Klingert poured 
in 14 points and Kelley handled the pass­
ing with 11 assists. Also in first round 
action, Springfield College crushed Notre 
Dame of Maryland by the  score of 91-68. 
In the consolation game, Notre Dame 
overcame a 16 point second half deficit to 
upset St. Mary’s 101-93 in overtime.
In the championship game, tourna­
ment M VP Donna Masterson of Spring- 
field College scored 19 points and grabbed 
nine rebounds to defeat MSU. M SU’s 
Kelley was named to the All-Tournament 
team, as she led the Red I lawks with 16 
points in the title game.
T he final six minutes o f the game was 
the killer for MSU, as Springfield out- 
scored the I ,ady Red I lawks 21-8. I lead 
Coach Gloria Bradley felt that her Red 
I lawks were capable of winning, but they 
made key mistakes that cost them a vic­
tory. “YVe were capable of winning.” 
said Bradley, “We needed to stop the 
clock and we didn’t.”
Senior center Kim Kovar (Hazlet) of 
MSU was also named to the All-Tourna­
ment team as she totaled 21 rebounds 
and seven blocked shots, with six com­
ing in the championship game.
Saturday’s loss toSpringficId snapped
the Red Hawks four game win streak that 
began on November 21 against Trenton 
State. Earlier in the week, MSU defeated 
the Roadrunners of Ramapo College 58- 
50. During the win streak, MSU shot 68% 
from the free-throw line, hitting 81% 
against TSC. In the three losses the Red 
Hawks have, a total of only 46% of their 
free-throws have been made, with only
43% against Ithaca.
Kovar, the all-time leader in blocked 
shots at MSU, is averaging 3.6 blocks per 
game. On the season, Kovar has a total of 
26 blocked shots, and in the last three 
years she has 185. In her career she has an 
amazing 211 with an entire season still 
ahead of her.
MSU, who is undefeated in the NJAC, 
trails Rowan College by one game as the 
Profs boast a 4-0 record in conference 
play. Rowan defeated the Lions o fT ren­
ton State 88-66 over the w eekend to lift 
their overall record to 4-0.
T he  NJAC honored M SU ’s Klingert 
this past week as they named her to the 
NJAC Honor Roll for her efforts in the 
Dial Tournam ent.
The Red Hawks will look to improve 
on their undefeated NJAC record as they 
will have three important upcoming con­
ference match-ups against Jersey City 
State, followed by Rowan and Richard 
Stockton. Bradley believes that her team 
is better than the Gothic Knights of Jersey 
City State, and their great defensivegame 
will prove beneficial. “We are more bal­
anced then they arc.” said Bradley, “We 
shouldn't have a tough tim e player to 
player and we will take advantage of their 
injuries.”
Lisa Villa Ita gets ready to play some defense against rerent opponent.
MSU wins first conference game; tops Ramapo 6 7 -5 9
by Rob Czec/tohi'icz
Last w eek, the MSU m en ’s basketball
team won their first conference game of 
the season, beating the Roadrunners of 
Ramapo College by a score of 67-59.
Junior guard Rohan Sutherland (M i­
ami, FL .), led the team with 20 points, 
while junior forward Yharu Jones (Tinton 
Falls), had ten rebounds. On the season, 
Jones has 41 rebounds, an average of 8.2 
per game.
For the most part, M SU controlled the 
game throughout. Trailing only once, and 
only by one point, MSU held off a late run 
by Ramapo to secure the victory.
In the two previous conference games 
for MSI , they suffered from very poor 
shooting. I Iowever, against Ramapo, it 
was the Roadrunners who couldn’t buy a 
bucket. 'They shot only 28% from the 
floor, while MSU shot a somewhat better 
38%. MSI showed composure late in the 
game, with Jose Orts (Valencia, Spain), 
making some clutch free throws late in 
the game. Orts was 6 of 6 on the day, and 
lie is shotting 91% on the season. Also 
showing skills from the charity stripe was 
Aljumar Earl (I Iackensaek), who hit 5 o f5 
free throws in the game, while making 
twoimportantoneswith 11.3 seconds left. 
Those free throws put the game away for 
the Red I lawks. Free throws have been 
a good thing for the Red Hawks this
season, as they arc second in the confer­
ence with a 71% percentage.
On a down side, the Red Hawks have 
been putting theiropponents on the foul 
line too many times. In the three Red 
I lawk losses, they have committed 20 or 
more fouls, compared to 11 and 16 in 
their two victories. Their opponents 
have scored 69 points from the line in the
losses. However, when the Red Hawks 
win, their opponents have only scored 13 
free throw points in two games. It seems 
that a pattern could be emerging for the 
Red I lawks when it comes to fouling.
Aljumar Earl is leading the conference 
in blocks with 12, averaging 2.4 per game. 
Not only is he leading, but he has almost 
twice as many as the next big man in line.
On W ednesday night, the Red Hawks 
p laved Je rsey C i ty Sta te, ho we ve r, res u I ts 
were unavailable at press time. This 
weekend, they travel to Rochester to take 
part in the Harold.Brodic Tournam ent. 
MSU will play against Pitt-Bradford, with 
the next game being against R IT  and 
Potsdam.
Rohan Sutherland looks tomaie move to the basket.
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H o w lo  you 
feel about 
that?
I here has been a lot of stuff going 
on in the world lately. Som e of it has to 
do with sports, some of it doesn’t. It is 
tough for me to pick a topic to write 
about every week, and this week was 
one of the hardest. I ’ve been ex­
tremely tired, due to lack of sleep. I’ve 
been extremely stressed out, due to 
many papers due sooner than you can 
imagine. T o  say the least, it’s been a 
tough week. So I decided to give 
myself a break. Instead of writing 
about one speci fic topic, I’ll write about 
a few different ones. Mow do you feel 
about that? I feel wonderful about 
that.
L e t’s start out with Ed O ’Bannon. 
This guy was the NCAA player of the 
year, led his team to the national cham­
pionship, and still can’t get get any 
playing tim e on one of the worst teams 
in the league, our beloved New Jersey 
Nets. 1 think the reason behind his 
lack of P T , is mainly because he is a 
chump. I Ie's gotta realize that lie’s 
only a rookie, and that he m ust respect 
older players and coaches. I stress the 
coaches aspect of that com m ent. In a 
recent gam e against the  Celtics, 
O’Bannon stole the ball and was wide 
open for a dunk. This idiot did some- 
thingstupid. Beforethrowingitdown, 
he looked over at M.L. Carr, (Celtics 
coach) and smiled, as if to say, “Your 
players can’t stop me.” I le may have 
been right that time, bu t the players 
didn’t have to stop him. It was the 
basket he had to worry about. He 
muffed the slam, and the ball was 
recovered by the Celtics, starting a 
Boston rally. Even though the Nets 
won, I still th inkO ’Bannon isachump. 
How do you feel about that?
I think that the Nets got rooked in 
their the Sixers. Just because Coleman 
had an attitude with the Nets, doesn’t 
mean he will with the Sixers. With 
names like Coleman, Weatherspoon, 
Wright, Stackhouse, and Maxwell, 
the Sixers are headed places. Plus, I 
feel that Bradley sucks. I low do you 
feel about that?
1 started cracking up w hen I saw the 
score o f the  R utgers-G eorgetow n 
game. Rutgers is not yet ready for the 
Big East, but I’m sure teams like 
Georgetown mind. I low do you feel 
about that?
Next week: Last colum n o f ‘95.
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H F  A D T Q  H E A D
Who will win the NBA Championship?
Bob Czechowicz N ick G antaifis
If my life was perfect, I w ouldn’t be in school. I’d have 
as much m oney as 1 want, and the Knicks wotdd win the 
NBA championship. However, my life is not perfect. I 
would love to sec the Knicks win it all, especially with first 
year coach Don Nelson and his new “system”.
Yet, we m ust not forget about the other team s in the 
NBA, namely the Orlando Magic. I lere’s a team that is 
ripping it up with a 13-4 record. True, it does match the 
Knicks record, however, the Magic are playing without 
the services of Shaq. Rem em ber that guy? M e too. He’s 
a pretty good player. When he comes back, I feel that the 
Magic will dominate the league, no question.
Last year, the Magic showed us they can com pete with 
the best, even though they lost in the Einals. Let’s 
remember, w e’re talking about a young team here.
Staying in the Eastern Conference, Chicago is back in 
contention. With Jordan back for a full season, Rodman 
rebounding like crazy, and other good stuff like that, the 
Bulls are a force to be reckoned with.
I t’sa tough cal I when it comes to the Western Confcrnce, 
with many team s playing unbelievably well. Consider the 
Kings. I thought they sucked, but they're in first place. I 
also like the Lakers. With players like Van Exel and 
Ceballos, they are in good standing. On a down note, I 
don’t really like their colors. I used to have white socks 
with purple and yellow stripes, and the elastic broke. 
BOB’S PICK: O RLAN DO MAGIC (maybe)
I have to say that my partner Bob is looking back on the 1995 
NBA season when he states that his prediction to win it all is the 
Orlando Magic. T h e  Magic are still the team they  were last 
season, but so m any other teams have improved and added to 
their rosters.
I honestly feel that the 1996 world title belongs to the Chicago 
Bulls once again. Even though I am a huge die hard Knicks fan, 
it is still unrealistic to say that they will win it all. Last season, and 
the 1994 season was their year to win a crown, but those days are 
over. Back to the Chicago Bulls. T he  addition of Dennis 
Rodman was the biggest piece o f the puzzle that the Bulls were 
missing. Now they have have a hum an vacuum that sucks in 
every shot missed. Michael Jordan is still and will always be the 
Michael Jordan we all know him as. 1 le consistently scores his 
30+ points every night, and his presence alone is a threat to his 
opponents. Scottie Pippen improves every year and their is no 
othcrplaycrthatcom plim entsjordan thew ayPippen does. Toni 
Kukoc is a hard worker who gives everything he has just to be 
called a winner.
T he  only negative comment that I could m ake about this 
team  is the presence of Rodman, who has a reputation of causing 
controversy am ongst team members. Yes, Rodman is a problem 
w hen he is unhappy, but I truly believe that he is happy and 
content where he is. Let him color his hair purple, green or any 
color of the rainbow, as long as he is winning and giving every­
thing he has, then who cares who he scares.
N ICK ’S PICK: CHICAGO B U LLS (definitely)
NJAC Standings
1995-96  N JA C  M E N 'S  B A SK E T B A L L  S T A N D IN G S
N J A C O V ER A LL H O M E A W A Y N EU TR A L S T R E A K4-0 1 .0 0 0 5 -0 1 .000 3 -0 2-0 0 -0 W O N 53-0 1 .0 0 0 5 -0 1 .0 0 0 2 -0 2-0 1-0 W O N 53-1 .7 5 0 4 -2 .667 2 -0 1-2 1-0 W O N 33-1 .7 5 0 4 -2 .667 3-1 1-1 0 -0 W O N 12-2 .5 0 0 4 -2 .667 1-1 2-1 1-0 W O N 11-2 .3 3 3 2 -3 .400 0-1 1-1 1-1 W O N 11-3 .2 5 0 2 -3 .400 1-1 1-2 0 -0 L O S T 31-3 .2 5 0 2 -4 .3 3 3 0 -3 1-1 1-0 L O S T 21-3 .2 5 0 1-3 .2 5 0 0 -2 1-1 0 -0 L O S T 10-4 .0 0 0 0 -7 .0 0 0 0 -3 0-3 0-1 L O S T 7
Rowan
Richard Stockton 
Kean
Jersey City State 
Ramapo 
Montclair State 
Trenton State  
William Paterson 
Rutgers-New ark 
Rutgers-Camden 
N/A - Not Applicable 
* Denotes record after same number of games last year
L A S T  5
5 -0
5 -0
3 -2
3 -2
3 -2
2 -3
2 -3
2 -3
N /A
0 -5
’9 4 -95*
4 -  1 
3-2  
3-3
5 - 1
3 - 3
2 -  3
4 -  1
3 - 3 
3-1 
0-7
1995-96 WOMENS BASKETBALL STANDINGS
N J A C O VER A LL H O M E A W A Y N E U TR A L S T R E A K L A S T  5 '94-95*
Rowan 4-0 1.000 4-0 1.000 2-0 2-0 0-0 W O N 4 N/A 4-0
Montclair State 3-0 1 .000 4-3 .571 3-1 1-0 0-2 LOST 1 4-1 5-1
Rutgers-Camden 3-1 .750 3-2 .600 1-2 2-0 0-0 W O N 2 3-2 4-1
William Paterson 3-1 .750 4-2 .667 2-1 1-1 1-0 W O N 1 3-2 4-2
Rutgers-New ark 2-2 .500 4-2 .667 3-1 1-1 0-0 W O N 1 3 -2 ' 3-3
Trenton State 2-2 .500 4-2 .667 3-0 1-2 0-0 LOST 1 3-2 5-1
Richard Stockton 1-2 .333 3-3 .500 2-1 0-1 1-1 W O N 1 3-2 3-3
Kean 1-3 .250 1-5 .167 1-1 0-3 0-1 LOST 1 1-4 0-6
Ramapo 0-4 .000 0-4 .000 0-2 0-2 0-0 LOST 4 N/A 0-4
Jersey City State 0-4 .000 0-6 .000 0-2  
N/A - Not Applicable
* Denotes record after same number of games last year
0-3 0-1 LOST 6 0-5 3-3
Join the Montclarion Sports 
section today. Call x5 2 4 1 , and ask
for Nick or Bob.
Or, stop by the Student Center Annex 
Room 113,  and talk to 
us in person.
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Give the 
Gauchos credit
T h e  November 6 issue of Sports Il­
lustrated featured an intersting story on 
Lou D ’Almeida coach of the legendary 
New York City AAII basketball team 
the Gauchos. This story was written by 
Johnette Howard a senior writer whose 
specialty lies in basketball. I had the 
pleasure of doing an over the phone 
interview with Ms. Howard concerning 
Coach D ’Almeida and his controversial 
Gauchos. The controversy is that the 
NCAA feels that D ’Almeida is breaking 
NCAA rules by supplying money and 
luxuries for his players. T he Gauchos 
are a travelling team for athletes who are 
in grammar school, high school or recent 
graduates who play on the team the 
sum m er before their freshman year in 
college. Plaverssuch as Jamal Mashburn, 
Felipe Lopez, Stephon Marbury, and 
Chris Mullin have played for D ’Almeida
and the Gauchos and are future or 
present NBA players. Why is the 
NCAA so ridiculous when it comes to 
it’s rules and regulations? Some ath­
letes have no money to take a train to 
practice and if D’Almeida gives money 
for a simple train ride to games or prac­
tice than the NCAA cries violation. 
Their has been times when a few of his 
athletes arc low on cash to buy their 
mothers a gift for birthdays or Christmas 
and D ’Almcida supplies them with the 
money they need to do so. If this world 
had more people like D ’Almcida, then 
maybe this world would be a better 
place to be.
Stephon Marbury, the freshman sen­
sation at Georgia Tech, played for a few 
seasons with the Gauchos. When it was 
discovered that D ’Almeida gave him a 
used 1987carasagiftand transportation 
means, the NCAA almost sanctioned 
him with a year off from college basket­
ball. Is it possible that D ’Almcida could 
be a friend and someone who can give 
him a gift without a problem? Why is it 
okay for say a parent or relative to give 
gifts to college bound recruits? If an 
outsider gives you gifts then oh my God 
we’ve now got problems. AllthisNCAA 
business is way out of hand. If they stick 
to their real problems like drug abuse 
and crime among college athletes then 
the NCAA will be a better organization.
H EID I K L IN G E R T
GUARD
13
JUN IO R
PILGRIM  ACADEMY
NAME
POS.:
NO.:
YEAR:
H.S.:
Klingert, a junior guard, scored fourteen points in a Dial Classic matchup 
against St. Mary’s. She was recently named to the NJAC H onor Roll for her 
efforts on the court last week.
The M ontdarion  a A th lete 
of th e  W eek
Open Monday, 
December 25  
Disco 2000 DECEMBER WEDNESDAYS
Open Monday, 
January 1 
Disco 2000
DECEMBER 20
CHRISTMAS PARTY
FEATURING
THE SUGAR HILL GANG
“THE MESSAGE”
BRING THIS INVITATION FOR 
PRIVATE OPEN BAR 
CELEBRATION & FREE BUFFET 
8PM - 10PM
DOORS OPEN TO PUBLIC 10PM
LADIES FREE TILL 10PM
DECEMBER 2 7
CM;\ .
C & C MUSIC FACTORY
“BORIQUA ANTHEM”
DJ SUPER JAY • 
McBEADA B.
THE YAKETY YAK CAFE • 1296 VAN HOUTEN AVENUE, CLIFTON, NJ • (201) 777-2044
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Red Hawk Sports Week
Grey box denotes THURS. FRI. SAT. SUN. MON. TUES. WED. 
home games Dec. 7 Dec. 8 Dec. 9 Dec. 10 Dec. 11 Dec. 12 Dec. 13
Men's Basketball
RIT
Tourney
5:30
R IT
Tourney
7:30
Stockton
8:00
Women's B-ball
Rowan
2:00
Stockton
6:00
MSU
no match«îs this week
X _
MSU
Men's" swimming
Alumni vs. 
Varsity 
2:00
XL
MSS'
Women's
Alumni vs. 
Varsity 
2:00
-5 "
Indoor track
v .  . . Seton Hall 
10:00 AM
C T C  Relays 
at S. Conn 
10:00 AM
Red Hawk Scoreboard
M E N ’S BASKETBALL:
win over Ramapo 67-59
•*. _
W O M E N ’S BASKETBALL:
win over St. Mary’s 65-49
loss to Springfield 70-57
Call the Red Hawks 
Sports Hotline for all 
of the latest and 
up-to-date 
information on your 
favorite MSU 
athletic team:
(201) 655-7645.
Fearless Forecasts
BOB CZECHOW ICZ™ : O FFICIA L SPO K ESPER SO N  FOR VIVARIN.
SD -9 over Arizona. I have a fifteen page paper due on Tuesday. Send Help!
N E -7 over Jets. My roommate is a scream ing idiot. L isten to him every night at 11. 
Dallas -9 1/2 over Philly. I starred in M oney Train. See page 24 for the ad.
Indy -3 1/2 Jaguars. I ’m just kidding. It wasn’t me in M oney Train.
W ESLEY WILLIS: C H R O N IC  SC H IZ O PH R E N IC  / M USIC A R T IST  
Giants -3 over Washington. “I wupped Batman’s ass. I w upped Batman’s ass.” 
TB +7 over Green Bay. “McDonald’s is a place to eat. T h e y  sell Big M acs.” 
Anyone over anyone else. “My outbursts got me in trouble at the art store.”
KC 1/2 over Miami. “ I hear voices in m y head.”
V ICTO RIA  CALDES: I AM Q U EEN  O F  T H E  W IN T E R  BALL.
Victoria’s comments T om  is a drunk.
are not accompanied by games I will be drunk tonight, also.
because they have nothing D on’t you wish
to do with football. you were me?
M \ sincere apologies to Mike Roessner and Xenia Calderon.
BRIAN IIOFFM AN : I FO R G O T MY PERSON AL ACCESS CO D E.
GB -7 over TB. I like Baywateh and I’m getting breast implants.
Oakland -2 1/2 over Pitt. My bologna has a first name, but I got grounded for it. 
Cincy +2 1/2 over Chicago. Wesley Willis is singing the National Anthem.
Philly+9 1/2 over Dallas. I like my chicken McNuggets™ with my toe cheese. YUM!
BRAD CO LE: IN T E L L E C T U A L  LU SH
D enver -7 over Seattle. Just because I use big words doesn’t make me smart. 
Denver -7 over Seattle. I ’m sleeping in my bed.
D enver -7 over Seattle. I don’t live in a dorm  . I need m y sleep.
Denver -7 over Seattle. T ell Bob I’m gonna beat the crap out of him!
MANDY McNELIS: C O O T E R -G IR L  
D enver -7 over Seattle. 1 want pancakes.
GB -7 overTB. W ouldn’t you agree, baby you and me, we got a groovy kind of love. 
Denver -7 over Seattle. I ’m a sick m onkey.
D en v er-7 over Seattle. Ooooooooooooooooh, 1 HA TE YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mandy and Brad live together, yet sleep in different heels.
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